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Toreros in turmoil 
Students and professors protest schooVs decision to rescind an 
invitation to a British theologian 
By Matt Hose 
NEWS EDITOR 
The hallway of the Hughes Administration 
Center looked more like a scene of Occupy Wall 
Street as over 40 students crowded outside of 
President Mary Lyons' office. 
On Tuesday, Nov. 6, over 100 students 
gathered together to protest Lyons' rescinding of 
an invitation to British Theologian Tina Beattie to 
speak at USD this week. 
Arjan Jooyan, a senior who started the 
Facebook group "Toreros Stand With Beattie," and 
who organized the event, said that the protest was an 
important one, even to the point of overshadowing 
the presidential election held on the same day. 
"Today...we are voting for president of the 
United States...and. we've got a protest here on 
campus with over 100 people [because of] a 
theologian who essentially was told that she is not 
welcome here on campus," Jooyan said. "It's not a 
sexy [or provocative] issue by any means on paper, 
but it is an important one. The fact that so many 
faculty, staff members and students recognize that 
and showed up to a demonstration, that shows that a 
great injustice has been done." 
The protesters believed that this injustice 
stemmed from the reason why President Lyons 
rescinded the invitation. 
Beattie, along with 27 other theologians, 
signed a letter in August of this year in support of 
civil marriages of homosexuals. This occurred after 
she was invited in 2011 by USD for a five-week 
fellowship during which she would give a series 
of lectures. The fellowship was set to begin on 
Tuesday, Nov. 6. 
Last week, President Lyons sent a letter 
to Beattie rescinding the offer to be a part of this 
fellowship, citing the fact that she dissented from 
official Church teaching. 
"It is my considered judgment that Dr. 
Beattie's decision to exercise her office as a Catholic 
theologian and sign a public document dissenting 
from the Church's official teaching is what led me 
to rescind the invitation," Lyons said in an official 
press release. 
Nevertheless, many students and professors 
alike disagreed with this position. Susie Babka, a 
professor of theology and religious studies at USD, 
believes that the issue is not church teaching, but is 
instead academic freedom. 
"It makes the school look as though we don't 
honor diversity in Catholic thought," Babka said. 
"There are many ways to be Catholic, and there [is] 
certainly a diversity of ideas that are represented in 
the Catholic intellectual tradition. Dr. Beattie was 
simply doing what Catholic theologians do, which 
is to say that there are other ways to think about 
[teachings]." 
Jooyan agreed that the academic freedom of 
Beattie was violated. 
"We can debate back and forth...what is proper 
for a Catholic theologian, 
Jooyan said. "At the end of the day, we're an 
institution of higher learning and academic freedom. 
[Open discussion] is build into our mission and 
value statement, and it's been clearly and flagrantly 
violated in this case." 
The protest began at Colachis Plaza outside of 
the Hughes Administration Center, with students 
and teachers alike donning pink shirts proclaiming 
"I am Tina Beattie." 
Teachers arrived at the plaza from a meeting of 
the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences. At 
this meeting, they decided almost unanimously to 
support Beattie and to attempt to bring her to campus 
through some alternative route, according to Babka. 
After several people addressed the grievances of the 
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Footsteps 
By Matt Hose 
NEWS EDITOR 
One of the first ways that I learn 
about a culture is by studying its 
footsteps. This has always led me to 
a broader understanding of any way 
of life, and I have used it in my short 
stay in Chicago to understand a little 
bit more about this city. 
The footsteps of Chicago are 
broad and brisk, and they hit the 
ground evenly and with a certain 
forcefulness. Like the city itself, the 
pace of this metropolis was designed 
for maximum efficiency. 
The people attached to these feet 
are generally practical: many carry a 
camper's backpack, often filled with 
an extra sweatshirt or the day's supply 
of reading materials. They seem ready 
to go on a trek that would last several 
days, though most of them are simply 
heading to work. 
Even the architecture of the city, 
like the footsteps that encompass it, 
screams efficiency. The city, finding 
that there is no more room to expand 
horizontally, extends vertically in 
all directions. Skyscrapers touch the 
sky at every corner, and the criss­
cross pattern of girders on the John 
Hancock Center represent the ultimate 
realization of mechanical savvy and 
ambition. 
The streets of Chicago extend in 
the opposite vertical space. Many of 
the downtown streets are multi-level, 
making it possible for double the cars 
and pedestrians to pass through the 
same space as a normal street. 
Even the famous deep dish pizza 
has a particularly efficient purpose. I 
have never been able to say that two 
pieces of a large pizza has conquered 
me, until I ate two of these monsters. 
These pizzas are so dense with cheese, 
sauce and toppings that it almost 
seems as if the design was made by 
engineers trying to cram as much 
substance into as little of a space as 
possible. 
Despite all of this, the aspect of 
this efficiency that I could not figure 
out for the longest time was revolving 
doors. Just about every business, 
whether it is the eight-story Macy's 
or simply a deep-dish pizzeria, has 
revolving doors in Chicago. 
Now 1 realize that the revolving 
doors help to save the most precious 
commodity: heat. The weather 
generally reaches around 15 or 16 
degrees in the depths of winter, 
making the insides of department 
stores and restaurants the one safe 
haven for the warm-blooded beasts 
like myself. Heat in these places is a 
necessity, and they must find a way 
to use it in the most efficient way 
possible. 
While a normal door would allow 
cold air to rush in as soon as someone 
opened it, revolving doors have a 
particular genius behind them. With a 
glass capsule insulating the two sides 
of the doors, the revolving door has a 
constant seal to the outside world, so 
that no cold air can enter. Like all of 
Chicago, it is efficiency taken to the 
maximum creative ability. 
All of this human achievement, 
all of the technological advances of 
Chicago circles back to the footsteps 
of this city. The people carry with 
them a certain attitude in their step. 
Admittedly, a week in the city was not 
long enough for me to fully understand 
what exactly that attitude is. But you 
can be sure that I'm coming back to 
San Diego with a new saunter. 
Changemakers FEST 
By Lauren Vujovich 
MANAGING EDITOR 
This week USD Changemakers 
celebrated their one year anniversary 
on campus. 
USD has become known as a 
Changemaker University in which the 
students and staff who embody this 
institution are considered to be inno­
vative thinkers who take on social, as 
well as political change. 
The Changemaker FEST this week 
is designed to bring attention to USD's 
goal of promoting change, entrepre-
neurship and collaboration. Through­
out the week the Changemaker Festival 
held different activities in which they 
welcomed students to come in order to 
learn about how they can be a part of 
the change in the world. 
"The Changemaker Festival is a 
week dedicated to defining, exploring 
and putting change into action," senior 
and Associate Students President Mor­
gan Schwanke said. 
Some of the activities for this 
week include nutrition, values and vir­
tues and leadership. On Tuesday this 
week USD Changemakers had a booth 
set up in front of the UC Forums where 
they handed out pamphlets that dis­
cussed possibilities on how to become 
involved in the change. 
"Each day in front of the UC dur­
ing lunch hours we have different ac­
tivities going on as well," Schwanke 
said. "We have "Values and Virtues" 
which is basically the opportunity for 
you and your friends to get together 
and take a photo together. You can 
write down what is valuable to you as 
a Changemaker and then you have that 
picture to have with you for the rest of 
the day." 
In addition to Values and Virtues, 
there is also the "Bloomies" booth that 
will be set up outside each day this 
week. Here, students and staff can write 
an intention or wish on a seed. After, 
they can plant the seed and watch their 
seed grow, similar to how the goal that 
was written on the seed will grow. 
Each day of Changemaker FEST 
was dedicated to a different type of 
change one can make. Monday was 
dedicated to personal changemaking 
and the role of the individual. Tues­
day discussed national changemaking 
and how one can make a'difference in 
Linda Vista or California. Wednesday 
has different workshops that focus on 
making an impact on a global scale. 
All of these events lead up to 
Thursday which hosts the main event 
from 12-1:30 p.m. It is a collaboration 
of the whole week and is a celebration 
of changemaking. There will also be a 
concert and different speakers as well 
to commemorate the event. 
The Changemakers FEST is a 
week that Associated Students and its 
other sponsors hope will bring atten­
tion to putting change into action and 
encourage students to become involve 
in creating a positive change through­
out the world. 
Obama pulls out the victory and is reelected for another term. 
Obama Wins Election 
Matt Hose/Vista 
Freshmen Laura Zollars and Eliza Vera made signs declaring their values that 
they will uphold during Changemaker Fest. 
By Nick Dilonardo 
SPORTS EDITOR 
President Barack Obama will re­
tain the presidency . after defeating 
Governor Mitt Romney Tuesday night. 
While typically presidential races 
are not called until the early hours of 
the next morning, by 8:21 p.m. pacific 
standard time-zone, the major televi­
sion networks had already called the 
election in Obama's favor. 
Early results from the key battle­
ground states - including Ohio and 
Florida - showed the president with an 
edge that he never lost. Obama made 
ground in states that were considered 
before the election night to be leaning 
towards Romney. New Hampshire - a 
state in which Romney vacations and 
has close ties - went to Obama. 
The president was also victorious 
in Michigan, a state in which Rom-
ney's father was once governor, and 
once called home. Wisconsin also went 
Democratic, despite Romney's run­
ning-mate Rep. Paul Ryan's residence 
there. Pennsylvania, a state that Rom­
ney attempted to put into play in the 
final days before the election with large 
media buys there, was won by Obama 
as well. John McCain attempted the 
same strategy in 2008. 
No Republican candidate for the 
presidency has ever won without win­
ning Ohio, and that streak continues. 
Obama was able to hold onto his lead, 
in a state in which his controversial 
bailout of the auto industry was well 
received. 
Romney held onto the south, in­
cluding wins in Texas and North Caro­
lina. At presstime, Florida's status was 
still unclear, but its electoral votes ren­
dered moot by the president's gains in 
other states. Romney was able to win 
Indiana, which the president had previ­
ously won in 2008. 
The victory, while a relief to Dem­
ocrats, is short of the supermajority 
the president held upon taking office. 
Republicans still hold the majority in 
the House of Representatives, and at 
press time, had picked up additional 
seats. Democrats held onto the Senate. 
Senator Scott Brown of Massachusetts 
was defeated by liberal favorite Eliza­
beth Warren, a strong proponent of the 
president's Affordable Care Act. 
Whether or not the election vic­
tory represents a mandate for the presi­
dent remains to be seen. With the win, 
Obama may be able to win the tax 
increases on the wealthy for which 
he campaigned. The win also insures 
Democratic control of the nomination 
of Supreme Court Justices for the next 
four years. 
Actress speaks out against human trafficking 
Matt Hose/The Vista 
A Chicago businessman walks to 
work. His broad step indicates the 
efficiency of the Windy City. 
By Lucy Hill 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Ten miles from campus, on El Ca-
jon Boulevard, the San Diego Police 
Department discovered young women 
who are coerced into selling their bod­
ies for sex. This is considered human 
trafficking, which according to the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Re­
sources, is one of the most profitable 
forms of organized crime in the world, 
second only to drugs. 
Actress Jada Pinkett-Smith came 
to USD to discuss the fact that human 
trafficking is not only an international 
issue, but a national, state and local is­
sue. 
On Thursday, Nov. 1, the USD 
hosted a town hall meeting on human 
trafficking after winning the bid with 
the overwhelming support of student 
petition signatures. 
USD students and alumni, mem­
bers of student organizations such as 
Students for Life and Amnesty Interna­
tional as well as anti-trafficking advo­
cates from the greater San Diego area, 
gathered in Shiley Theatre to support 
Proposition 35. 
This proposition calls for increas­
ing prison sentences for convicted traf­
fickers, requiring them to register as 
sex offenders, and taking fines from 
them to pay for services to help vic­
tims. 
Sophomore Alfredo Baudet noted 
that this issue is important because of 
what traffickers are doing to females. 
"Human traffickers basically 
brainwash their captives and manipu­
late them into doing whatever they 
want just because they are insecure and 
need money, which is not okay," Bau­
det said. "We need to be aware of how 
to end human trafficking." 
On stage, a panel of experts and 
advocates were greeted with applause 
and cheers. 
The panel included the actress 
and advocate Pinkett-Smith. Although 
more readily known for her role in mov­
ies such as "The Matrix" and "Mada­
gascar," Pinkett-Smith has become one 
of the leading activists against human 
trafficking. She is also the founder of 
the Don't Sell Bodies campaign. 
Pinkett-Smith first got involved 
with this movement when her 11 -year 
old daughter Willow told her that 
girls her age were being sold for sex. 
Pinkett-Smithrealized that anyone, 
including her own daughter, could be 
affected by human trafficking. There­
fore she said that she had to fight for 
Roto Courtesy of sanaiego.edu 
Actress Jada Pinkett-Smith and other panelists discuss human trafficking in 
San Diego and across the country. 
all victims. 
"Sometimes we ignore what is 
ugly," Pinkett-Smith said. "In order to 
stop it we have to look at it." 
Joining her on stage was Daphne 
Phung, the founder and executive of 
California Against Slavery who insti­
gated Proposition 35. Phung got in­
volved after watching a documentary 
that showed the devastation of human 
trafficking. Her vision is to unite Cali-
fornians in the fight to end human traf­
ficking by establishing laws that pro­
tect victims in court and hold criminals 
accountable. 
"[Human trafficking victims] need 
the law to fall back on," Phung said. 
"Without it they will go back into hid­
ing because they are offered no protec­
tion." 
Officer Brian Marvel, president of 
the San Diego Police Department, rep­
resented law enforcement on the panel. 
He came on board for the cause when 
a detective shared how San Diego po­
lice officers lacked the education to 
recognize victims. Marvel, along with 
thousands of police officers across the 
country, support Prop. 35 because he 
believes that it will give law enforce­
ment officers the education and tools to 
combat human trafficking. 
Two survivors of human traffick­
ing, Jordanne and Stacey, also appeared 
as panelists at the conference. Pinkett-
Smith referred to them as "survivor 
soldiers" because of the great courage 
it took to share their own stories. 
They detailed their experience^ as 
human trafficking victims. Jordan, who 
up until three and a half months ago re­
mained in a human trafficking lifestyle, 
shared how a combination of abuse, 
drugs and alcohol led her to run away 
to the streets at age 18. After receiv­
ing help from what at first seemed to 
be a nice man, Jordan found herself in 
a situation where she needed to make 
$2,000 in one night. 
"I was too scared to [make any 
money]," Jordan said. 
When she was unable to make the 
money, her pimp began to abuse her 
physically and mentally. She knew 
girls who were murdered when they 
failed to bring in money. But turning to 
the police was almost just as threaten­
ing. 
"I had a twisted sense of the law," 
Jordan said. "I had seen cops pick up 
girls like me and because of their lack 
of education, had mistreated them." 
Eventually Jordan got out for the 
sake of her daughter. To cope she origi­
nally turned to drugs, but it was her 
loving friends that encouraged her to 
move away from the situation and find 
a safe space. 
Stacey got involved with human 
trafficking over the Internet when she 
was 14. Teased at school and struggling 
with family life at home, Stacey found 
her escape over online chats. When a 
22-year, old man presented an interest 
in her, Stacey said that she felt flattered. 
"I know now that he was caging 
my mind to gain my trust," explains 
Stacey. 
They fell into a sexual relation­
ship, but soon Stacey was asked to do 
more. 
"I slept with two to three guys per 
week and I didn't see a dime," Stacey 
said. 
Stacey got out of the situation 
once the FBI showed up at the door and 
told her that her pimp was planning on 
selling her into an larger circle of hu­
man trafficking. 
When asked how she survived her 
difficult situation, Stacey said it was 
not until she turned to her faith that she 
started to recover. 
"My only help was God," Stacey 
said. "He took away the hurt and gave 
me complete healing." 
Recently engaged, Stacey seeks 
to pass on hope to others through her 
recovery. 
Both women are involved with or­
ganizations that empower them to edu­
cate others with their stories. 
Sophomore Jacqueline Cortes not­
ed the importance of this education. 
"The lecture was very moving 
and much needed as it opened a lot of 
minds and eyes to the harsh realities 
surrounding us," Cortes said. "I have 
known about the sex trafficking prob­
lem here in our own backyards for a 
while, and it surprised me and made me 
angry when others had no clue. Pinkett-
Smith even admitted she did not know 
it was a problem in the U.S. until her 
daughter brought it to her attention." 
According to a 2003 FBI report, 
San Diego is ranked in the top 13 cities 
for human trafficking in the nation. 
Cortes said that the student body 
is responsible for ending this practice. 
"This issue is not the victim's 
problem or the perpetrators, but rather 
all of our problem," Cortes said. "If 
we do not stand up and use our voices 
for people who can't, nothing will im­
prove. I will use my voice to expose the 
issue, I will vote yes on Prop. 35, and I 
will support USD's efforts in continu­
ing to be advocates." 
Lois Lee, is the founder of non­
profit group Children of the Night, 
which strives to rescue children from 
prostitution, does not believe that 
Proposition 35 would help victims of 
sex trafficking. 
"Anyone on the ground who works 
directly with the victims knows this 
legislation will help pimps, hurt child 
victims and hinder law enforcement at­
tempts to prosecute a pimp," Lee said. 
"Children working for pimps love their 
pimps because life with a pimp is better 
than life at home. Under these new law 
law enforcement can't even detain the 
child and must place her back at home 
or in a foster home. The child will be 
back with the pimp before the cops fin­
ish their paperwork." 
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ARCANGAEL HALL ' 
At 11:14 p.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report of a theft. 
Upon investigation, a student's 
secured mountain bike was removed 
from the Missions B bike rack J| 
between Oct. 28 at noon and Oct. 29 
at 11:10 p.m. 
Location: MISSIONS A 
At 6:16 a.m. Public Safety responded 
to a report a dispute. Upon investi­
gation, two students were involved in 
a physical altercation. One of the 
students involved admitted to being 
intoxicated, but he was determined to 
be able to care for himself. 
At 12:05 a.m. Public Safety responded 
to a report of an intoxicated student. 
Upon investigation, the student was 
determined to be unable to care for 




At 11:42 p.m. Resident 
Assistants cited five 
students for Liquor Law 
Violations. 
At 1:44 a.m. Public Safety observed to a 
student who appeared to be intoxicated^ 
Upon investigation, the student was : 
determined to be unable to care for him- ; 
self and he was transported to Detox. 
Location: ALCALA VISTAS W LOT 
At 12:56 a.m. Public Safety 
observed to a student who appeared 
to be intoxicated. Upon investiga­
tion, the student was determined to 
be unable to care for himself and he 
was transported to Detox. 
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Students and professors protest school 
decision to disinvite British theologian 
PROTEST, continued from Front 
Page 
protestors, the crowd filed into the 
Hughes Administration Center in pro­
test. They packed in the hallway out­
side of Lyons' office, trying to reach 
the president in order to discuss their 
grievances. However, Lyons was not 
on campus at the time, and the protest­
ers filed out of the office after taping 
signs to her door stating, "We want 
academic freedom!" and "We are 
changemakers?" 
Pamela Gray Pay ton, the assis­
tant vice president of public affairs, 
thought that the protest was a power­
ful display. 
"I thought [the protest] was a 
very powerful and impassioned state­
ment...about [student and faculty] 
disappointment with the university," 
Gray Payton said. "They're feeling 
very strongly that President Lyons has 
made the wrong decision in this case." 
Nevertheless, she emphasized 
that Lyons did not make the decision 
lightly. 
"She feels...that she has made 
a decision that is in the best inter­
est of the [Frances G. Harpst] Cen­
ter for Catholic Thought and Culture 
and therefore in the best interest of 
the university," Gray Payton said. "I 
think she has expressed in a number 
of different places that it was a very 
difficult decision, that it was a deci­
sion that came after a great deal of 
thought, but I have not heard anything 
that would suggest she felt it was not 
the right decision to make under those 
circumstances." 
Nevertheless, Gerard Mannion, 
the director of the CCTC, believes 
that the issue was mismanaged by the 
office of the president, and that Beat-
tie should have been allowed to visit 
campus. 
"This was just a bolt from the 
blue, because the administration said 
earlier in the week that the visit should 
go ahead because it was clearly an 
issue of academic freedom," Man­
nion said. "She was clearly entitled 
to speak on campus, even if she has 
dissented from Church teachings... 
The other worrying thing is that what 
is being put out as the mission of the 
Top: Students taped signs of protest on the door to the office of the president. Bottom: Students put pieces of tape over 
their mouths to silently protest the school's decision 
CCTC is complete news to [me], the 
director of the CCTC. " 
Mannion said that he will be step­
ping down from his position at the 
CCTC at the end of this year, if not 
sooner, because of this issue and ear­
lier issues with administration. 
"It's a decision that has real cata­
clysmic implications for the future of 
USD and its reputation," Mannion 
said. "Parents are writing to [ask] 
why they should pay admissions fees. 
Their children are prevented from be­
ing exposed to challenging perspec­
tives, and also from looking at ques­
tions from multiple angles." 
He also believes that Lyons was 
influenced by donors, right-winged 
bloggers and certain alumni "who 
protest everything that USD does that 
might be even slightly perceived as 
liberal." 
Despite this, Gray Payton said 
that Lyons was not influenced by do­
nors to make this decision. 
"There is absolutely no evidence 
of [donor influence] that I have seen, 
certainly not something that she has 
stated to me," Gray Payton said. "So I 
think it has been completely taken out 
of context." 
Nevertheless, she understands 
where this particular sentiment comes 
from. 
"My only understanding of any 
potential donor influence would come 
indirectly by way of what conversa­
tions [Lyons might have had] with 
donors who funded the establishment 
for the CCTC prior to 2008," Gray 
Payton said. "When the president so­
licited funding to create the CCTC, 
the understanding between she and 
the donors who eventually supported 
it was that this would be a place that 
espoused the views of the Catholic 
Church. [It would be] a place where 
those discussions could take place. In­
directly, I understand the reference to 
pressure from donors. However, most 
recently, that has not been a factor as 
it relates to this particular case." 
Despite this, Mannion hopes that 
the school publicly apologizes to Be-
attie, and allows her fellowship to be 
reinstated. 
"The value of [students'] educa­
tion could be dramatically increased 
or enhanced depending on what the 
administration does next," Mannion 
said. "A USD degree will diminish 
in value, and the respect that people 
[such as] employers and graduate 
schools elsewhere have [will dimin­
ish] unless this decision is overturned. 
None of us want our association with 
USD to impact what we do in the fu­
ture." 
Students push for Hurricane Sandy relief 
By Stephanie Hoffpauir 
STAFF WRITER 
In the wake of Hurricane Sandy 
across the east coast, several USD 
students believe that the campus 
community should reach out to those 
in need. Many of these people from 
North Carolina to Rhode Island are still 
struggling for basic necessities such 
as warm meals, water, electricity and 
transportation. 
Junior Violette Simon offers her 
compassion, prayers and concerns 
for family and friends affected by the 
storm. 
"The news saw Hurricane Sandy 
coming but that definitely didn't 
prepare everyone for the devastation 
caused by the hurricane," Simon said. 
"Students and faculty were bringing it 
up in class and I couldn't help but feel 
anxious since I have family and friends 
living on the East Coast. Seeing media 
and personal images made the events 
damage so much more real." 
Simon and other students in the 
USD community are willing to take 
part in the relief effort. 
"I think that as college students, 
we have a built in drive to be activists 
and this is something that we can easily 
lend a hand to simply through bake 
sales, raffles, even donation jars around 
campus would make a big difference," 
Simon said. 
Forbes estimates that Sandy's 
damage across the east coast will total 
$30-$50 billion. 
Much of this tab is left to be 
picked up by the relief efforts of people 
raising money in ways similar to the 
ones proposed by Simon. 
Junior Idil Haciraifoglu thinks that 
USD should already be involved and 
take action as soon as possible given 
this week's Changemaker Festival. 
"USD should consider this issue 
as a national emergency situation and 
should gather to find ways to help those 
who are in need," Haciraifoglu said. 
Senior Pilar Malim has been 
closely tied to family and friends who 
have been drastically impacted by the 
devastating storm. 
"Some of my best friends here 
at USD are from the east coast, so 
seeing all of the devastation on the 
news is upsetting," Malim said. "One 
of my friends in particular said that his 
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Water in Marblehead, Mass. crashes over a bridge. 
whole neighborhood is flooded. I can't 
imagine having to go to school and 
focus while I know back home people 
are suffering." 
Around the country, the American 
Red Cross hosted a telethon a few 
days after the storm. Host Matt Lauer 
suggested the telethon in hopes to raise 
awareness and inspire society to take 
action. 
On Friday, Nov. 2, it was 
televised throughout the United States. 
Entertainers such as Jon Bon Jovi, Mary 
J. Blige, Sting, Bruce Springsteen and 
Christina Aguilera all volunteered to 
show their support during the recovery 
process. 
The telethon raised almost $23 
million dollars for the victims. 
Hurricane Sandy was the largest 
hurricane recorded in the Atlantic 
Ocean, with a diameter of over 1,000 
miles, according to CNN. It shot 
directly through one of the most 
heavily populated areas in the country. 
Sandy slowly snuck up the East 
Coast of the United States, then took a 
sharp left turn crushing everything in 
its path from North Carolina to New 
England. Hurricane Sandy has claimed 
more than 110 lives in the United States 
and Canada, according to CNN. 
While those on the east coast 
work to recover from the storm, USD 
students have been sending their 
thoughts and prayers to loved ones 
across the nation. 
The worst appears to be over, but 
those affected by Sandy have a long 
road to recovery ahead of them. 
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USD: a community for growth 
By Charisa Gowen 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Community is an indispensable 
contributor to growth of an individual. 
As the old adage states, "it takes a village 
to raise a child." Community requires a 
sense of "reciprocal appropriation" in 
which individuals involve themselves 
in the community and at the same time 
involve the community in their own 
lives. 
Just because we do not dwell in 
tribes as the indigenous people of this 
land did, it does not mean we would not 
benefit from a similar social structure 
here on campus. A community has the 
power to create an emotionally healthy 
individual who is capable of excelling 
in a multitude of social situations. Now 
lets be very specific when we use the 
term "community." We are speaking 
of an environment which facilitates 
the growth of every individual, while 
simultaneously encouraging a sense of 
mutual responsibility. 
The indigenous people of San 
Diego, the Kumeyaay, had a strongly 
established sense of community. They 
lived in close proximity to one another, 
much like we do on our campus. This 
proximity both resulted in and was 
a result of gathering. Gathering was 
an integral aspect of their lives; they 
gathered for celebrations, ceremonies 
and rites of passages. It was believed 
that children are the responsibility of 
the entire tribe and when a Child enters 
a pivotal epoch in their life such as the 
transformation into an adolescent, the 
community gathers to offer support 
and guidance. Toloche, the boys rite 
of passage, and Atanuk, the girls rite 
of passage, offer a vital transitional 
threshold for the Kumeyaay children. 
By having the entire tribe gather 
in honor of them, they were assured 
that they are valued by society. The 
ceremonies are comprised of several 
challenging rituals such as fasting, 
dancing on fire, going on drug-
induced vision quests and remaining 
in deep meditation under blankets of 
burning sage; often these ceremonies 
last for weeks, even months. By 
persevering through these challenges, 
the adolescents are confronted with 
their personal strength of spirit; this 
knowledge will remain with them 
and prevent from making fear-based 
decisions. 
When a conflict arises, the clan, or 
Sh'mulq, gathers under the leadership 
of the elders. The issue is presented 
before the entire clan, and the solution 
is brought about through a collaboration 
of ideas. Elders are highly respected 
and revered in Kumeyaay culture, and 
in turn they care for the younger people 
with compassion and guidance. This 
practice could be extremely valuable 
if adopted on college campuses. Too 
often we see a hierarchy forming 
between grades, exacerbated by the 
desire to belong. 
By pointing out the younger class's 
lack of belonging, upperclassmen can 
elevate their own sense of belonging. 
If we created a community which was 
inclusive, and in which people felt 
genuine belonging, the upperclassmen-
lowerclassmen gap would be bridged 
by mutual respect. 
As a result of living in these 
tightknit communities, the Kumeyaay 
not only have a strong support system, 
they have an unshakable sense of 
self. USD students come from all 
over not only the state, but also the 
world. Though we may be stereotyped 
as a very specific type of person, in 
reality there is a vast variety of pasts 
represented by our student body. We 
enter school both excited and a little 
trepidatious; we wonder if this school 
will have a place for us. 
A celebration of our pasts, by 
the school as a whole, would lead 
to the validation of each person's 
experiences. Once a person feels that 
others acknowledge who they are in 
a non-judgmental manner, they are 
empowered to do the same for another. 
An environment where people feel a 
sense of belonging and responsibility 
can create some powerful social 
changemakers. 
Political activism on our campus 
By Palorna Diaz 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Finally being old enough to vote 
and finally being on a college campus is 
something many students have looked 
forward to since the last election in 
2008. 
Some students come to college 
with the belief that during presidential 
elections, college campuses are 
swarmed with students standing in 
the middle of campus yelling at other 
students passing by to register to vote 
and defending their political party. 
However, to some surprise, it is nothing 
like this. 
Perhaps as young people, USD 
students do not appreciate this privilege 
yet or are not sure of how much their 
vote counts. AH in all there is a lack 
of political activism around campus. 
There has been promotion of the 
presidential debate viewing parties and 
various t-shirt sales, but that's about it 
on the promotion of the election. With 
all of the technology today, it seems 
that much of the political activism 
young people engage in is through 
social media. 
Not only is there a lack of 
political activism but there is also a 
lack of exposure to political parties. 
The political system is not limited 
to the Republican, Democratic and 
Independent parties but is actually 
more diverse than this. There are also 
what are considered third parties, and 
according to the website Politics 1 .com, 
these parties include the Constitution 
Party, the Green Party and the 
Libertarian Party. 
The lack of political activism 
and the middling diversity of political 
knowledge creates disinterest in many 
college-age voters. It is vital that 
T h i s  s c h o o l  p r o e s t  i n  F u l l e r t o n  i s  j u s t  o n e  o f  t h e  m a n y  
e x a m p l e s  o f  s e l f - o r g a n i z e d  p o l i t i c a l  a c t i v i s m .  
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students, who are now eligible to make 
themselves heard, become informed 
on all parties, candidates and their 
positions on today's pressing issues— 
economy, oil, education, medical, 
military, jobs, immigration, etc. 
Freshman Lindsey Hill says, "I 
wish there were more opportunities 
to learn about each candidate, not just 
watching the debates, but a place for 
discussion that is inviting and allows 
for me to build on to my own personal 
knowledge." 
Is there a lack of political 
activism among all universities? 
Shannon Beckham, a student at Duke 
University says the election is a big 
deal on campus and, in fact, they do 
have people standing in the middle 
of campus telling people passing by 
to vote. At the University of Texas at 
Austin, student Morgan Semple says 
that the election is a big deal but the 
talk is mostly one sided, with most 
people supporting Romney. She further 
states that many people who are not 
in the political clubs still attend the 
political club meetings at her school. 
Lastly, at the University of San 
Francisco, student Katerina Matheos 
says that the election is very prominent 
around campus, however, again one 
sided-most people supporting Obama. 
She also says that the election is 
frequently discussed in class. 
It appears that USD, in comparison 
to these three universities, needs to 
engage in more political activism. 
Even if students are watching the 
debates individually or with just a few 
friends, it is beneficial to converse with 
multiple people about the current issues 
and to hear the perspectives of others. 
In "Straight Out of the Barrio," 
Victor Hugo Viesca stresses the 
importance of collective political 
mobilization, social change and 
enacting new social relations. These 
things can only occur on campus, if 
students begin to converse and take a 
public stand for what they believe in. 
In "Pedagogy of the Oppressed," 
Paulo Freire defines "praxis" as the 
reflection and action upon the world 
in order to transform it. This means 
that instead of just talking about 
something, one should take action 
and fight for what they believe in and 
support. Voting in this election is an 
example. Many college students do not 
see the importance of voting or care 
which candidate will become the next 
president. However, if the student does 
express support for one candidate or 
political party, it is important that they 
exercise praxis because every vote and 
voice counts. 
Political activism and knowledge 
on a wide range of ideas and events 
is essential for college students to 
engage in. After the election is over it 
is critical for students to still partake in 
local issues and to join organizations 
that support their beliefs. Political 
activism is usually at its peak during 
the presidential election, so this raises 
the question of what campus will be 
like once the election is over. It is 
imperative that students try to maintain 
political activism even when there is no 
presidential debate because there are 
always causes to support or to disagree 
with. 
In the end all students need to 
become more involved with not just 
on-campus issues, but local, statewide, 
nationwide, and global issues. USD 
states that they are a "changemaker" 
University; this means it is essential 
to learn from one another to make a 
difference and provide intelligent and 
smart change to various political arenas 
on all levels. 
5 
Classy 
By Nathan Heller 
OPINION EDITOR 
I love signing up for new classes. 
It's like shaping your short-term 
intellectual future, complete with visits 
to RateMyProfessor.com and USD's 
course description pages. It can be 
difficult to strike a harmony between 
wants and needs, not to mention the 
all-imposing time Constraints of a 24-
hour day. Despite these impediments, 
our school's widening curricula is a joy 
to scour through, but mostly only for 
upperclassmen. 
As a freshman at the University 
of Pacific in Stockton in 2007, I 
lamented the same process I savor 
today, in part because it was simply an 
overwhelming experience. Before one 
gets a grip on general education and 
major requirements, there is a looming 
sense that a terrible mistake has been 
made somewhere—that this semester's 
entire slate of classes was really meant 
for computer engineering majors, not 
computer science students. Yes, back 
when I was studying equations instead 
of sentences, going through the course 
buffet was quite intimidating, to say the 
least. 
I had a friend and classmate last 
fall who scorned the whole process 
right up until his graduation. I 
couldn't reconcile his attitude toward 
the selection process; he seemed 
happily married to his business major, 
attending career fairs and keeping good 
relationships with his professors. The 
disconnect, I later discovered, was that 
he'd never taken control of his course 
schedule, but rather had left it in the 
hands of his advisor. As a result, he 
was never at the buffet. He was at the 
table in the corner, hoping in earnest 
that the soup of the day wasn't French 
lentil again. 
Another element that elevates the 
class selection experience is just that-
-the selection. As a student progresses 
from freshman to senior, not only do 
they become eligible for more classes, 
but they get earlier access. I signed up 
for spring classes on the morning of 
Nov. 1, reveling in the pristine list of 
open course after open course. It didn't 
used to be this way, as I'm sure you're 
aware. The logic is simple—the best 
classes at the best times are the most 
popular, so that perfect microfinance 
slot could very well be waitlisted by 
the time you find your way through the 
floodgates. 
On a sidenote, I've been somewhat 
taken aback by the amount of students 
I hear lamenting the difficulty of their 
classes. One of the main catalysts for 
growth is challenge, and it is challenge 
that allows us to learn about ourselves. 
I've certainly taken easy classes before, 
but never on purpose. Nonetheless, I 
feel very little accomplishment when 
those types of courses are concluded, 
if for no other reason than a lack of 
intellectual motivation. 
Among other weak reasons for 
taking a class is to be near one's 
friends. We all know how that one ends; 
students who can instantly latch on to a 
previous acquaintance on the first day 
of class miss out on growth. This time, 
however, it isn't intellectual growth but 
social growth. The inevitable group 
project in many classes is sometimes 
enough to deter the most introverted 
among us from even taking the class 
in the first place. This is a real shame, 
because the group selection process 
only lasts for about five minutes at the 
maximum before every group is settled 
in. 
Finally, it's been my experience 
that more advanced students simply 
enjoy school a great deal more than 
their younger peers. This is due in part 
to a more refined set of classes, which 
for me is what I've been waiting for all 
these years. I wouldn't have been able 
to take the revered literary theory or 
advanced creative writing courses two 
years ago because I just wasn't ready. 
If you're reading this, I hope you 
are looking forward to next semester 
with as much fervor as I am. 
The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. 
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ancient cultures hidden right before our eyes 
California natives: strangers and neighbors 
By Diana Gravett 
CONTRIBUTOR 
As a pre-health student here at 
USD, I have always been interested 
in science and medicine. However, 
it wasn't until taking an ethnic 
studies class this fall that I was able 
to understand the extreme disparity 
in health that exists among different 
minority groups, and how this has an 
impact on USD students. 
The topic of preterm birth 
especially interested me. 
According to the Global Alliance 
to Prevent Prematurity and Stillbirth, 
"In the U.S., almost one in eight 
babies is born too soon. And disparities 
persist: prematurity rates among blacks 
and Native Americans are nearly twice 
as high as those for whites or Asian 
Americans." 
In fact, the rate of preterm birth 
among Native Americans is 26% higher 
than the rate of preterm birth among 
whites in the U.S., and the answer as 
to why is primarily in the behavior and 
psychology of the population. 
According to the U.S. Commission 
on Civil Rights, Native Americans 
frequently live with "cultural barriers, 
geographic isolation...and economic 
disparities." The poverty rate among 
Native Americans is the highest in the 
country, at 25%. 
Also, according to the Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, there is a very high 
rate of alcoholism among the Native 
American population. Similarly, fetal 
alcohol syndrome, a consequence of 
heavy drinking during pregnancy, is 
more than three times higher than in the 
general population. 
We also see a higher rate of 
smoking and a higher rate of perceived 
stress levels and childhood stress, both 
known effects of preterm birth. 
To better understand these 
circumstances, I looked into the history 
of Native Americans in the U.S. and 
the oppression they've faced. I'll start 
with the genocide Native Americans 
endured with the arrival of Christopher 
Columbus. Five million Native 
American Indians died in the three 
years following Columbus' arrival 
A display in the Hi-Desert Nature Museum in Yucca Valley, California highlights the garments, tools and art produced by 
local Native Americans. 
to their land. Death came from the 
violence and the war, but primarily 
it came from disease the Europeans 
brought with them. 
Hundreds of years later, in 
an attempt to "assimilate" Native 
Americans into white culture, President 
Grant enacted the 1869 Grant's Peace 
Policy, which took Native American 
children away from their families 
and placed them in abusive boarding 
schools. The boarding schools stripped 
the children of their culture by forcing 
them to speak English and wear 
American clothing, while isolating 
them from their tribe and family. 
Another example is the 1950s 
Urban Relocation Program, which 
recruited Native American adults to 
go work in major cities. The urban 
culture was very foreign to the Native 
American people, so many of them 
were unable to cope well with the 
change. 
These often unknown events in 
history were traumatic for the Native 
American community and their people 
were left without any resources to 
handle the distress they faced. This 
led Native Americans and their future 
generations to engage in bad coping 
habits, such as alcohol and drug abuse, 
stress and smoking, which in turn 
caused the high preterm birth rate. 
With less than one percent of 
our student population at USD being 
Native American, their history is often 
unknown and their struggles are often 
overlooked on our campus. In fact, 
most students probably don't know 
that our campus is built on Kumeyaay 
Indian land. 
However, there are ways in which 
we can take action. First and foremost, 
I think it is crucial for USD students, as 
emerging leaders in this world, to take 
an interest and educate ourselves about 
Native American history. 
And, for students looking to 
get involved on a deeper level, the 
All Nations Institute for Community 
Achievement (ANICA) is a great way. 
It is a network here at USD dedicated 
to the educational success of American 
Indians. 
Their mission statement states the 
following: 
"We work together to build 
relationships, partnerships and 
programs that promote higher education 
and strengthen tribal communities. We 
view our actions as vibrant examples 
of decolonization that engage, support, 
and empower American Indian 
communities." 
Students can participate in 
community building activities and 
events, as well as participate in 
community service learning through 
involvement with ANICA. This is 
so important, as USD prides itself on 
being a community service oriented 
university. 
Finally, I would like to reiterate 
the point that our actions matter, 
as events in history can impact 
future generations for up to seven 
generations. This is seen in the Native 
American population where they faced 
trauma and oppression and now are left 
with extremely high rates of not only 
preterm birth, but also of miscarriage, 
learning disabilities, infant death and 
cancer. 
It is time for people everywhere to 
take action against this unjust disparity. 
We cannot wait seven generations for a 
change to happen. 
Hawaii: the hidden history of a nation 
By Keanu Gututala 
CONTRIBUTOR 
If you have visited Hawaii in 
the past year, you are one of the 
approximated seven million tourists 
who have enjoyed the tropical paradise 
of Hawaii. 
This land, where tourists attend 
"luaus," learn to surf and tan on 
beautiful beaches, is so much more 
than a destination for vacationing 
and escaping from the scrutiny and 
activity of the world. Hawaii is a region 
profound in culture and history, a 
history that is unfortunately often one 
of deceit and disrespect. 
Hawaii became a territory of 
America in 1898, and although it has 
been immersed into the U.S. political 
system as a state, this annexation was 
blatantly illegal. Hawaii continues 
to exist as a sovereign nation under 
international law, and deserves 
recognition and respect for this exact 
reason. 
The history of Hawaii's 
independence goes back to Kalani 
Kauikeauoli, also known as King 
Kamehameha III, the third king of 
Hawaii, who sought out sovereignty for 
his country. 
To attain sovereignty at that time, as 
Hawaiian historian Keanu Sai remarks, 
other sovereign, or independent states 
had to be recognized. "This system came 
to be called the 'Family of Nations,"' 
Jie said. "[This] is the international 
system still in place today." 
By understanding this system, 
Papakolea Beach in Hawaii exemplifies 
Kauikeauoli sent three envoys on Apr. 
8, 1842 to Europe and the U.S. to gain 
formal recognition from the U.S., 
France and Great Britain. The three 
envoys consisted of William Richards, 
Timeoteo Ha'alilo and Sir George 
Simpson who were the advisors of the 
king. These envoys soon achieved their 
goal in Europe when both Britain and 
France jointly granted Hawaii formal 
recognition and pledged never to take 
possession of Hawaii in the Anglo-
Franco proclamation of Nov. 28,1843. 
The same goal was achieved with 
the U.S. President Tyler assuring the 
envoy that the U.S. would recognize 
Hawaii but needed Congress to 
approve, which eventually occurred 
in 1849 with this recognition put into 
writing. Thus, the Hawaiian Kingdom 
joined the "family of nations," 
the simple beauty of the island and its people. 
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becoming a sovereign country under 
international law. 
The Kingdom of Hawaii would 
soon be stripped from Hawaii 50 
years after it's recognition because 
of the economic interests of white 
businessmen who slowly took over 
the islands' government. These sugar 
industry businessmen were part of 
a secret group called the Hawaiian 
League, who pledged to keep secret 
its existence and whose purpose of 
the league was to protect the white 
community of this Kingdom. 
This new Hawaiian League would 
come into effect in 1887 during the 
reign of King Kalakaua, the seventh 
king of Hawaii, who was violently 
forced to sign the Bayonet constitution 
by the Hawaiian League. This new 
constitution diminished the powers 
of the monarch and gave the right to 
Europeans and Americans to vote. 
Through the Bayonet constitution, the 
Hawaiian League foreshadowed its 
hidden goal to annex Hawaii to the U.S. 
This would occur soon after the death of 
King Kalakaua in 1891 and the ascent 
of his sister Queen Lili'uokalani, the 
last monarch of Hawaii, to the throne. 
Lili'uokalani was a queen with 
a strong character and knew that she 
had to form a new constitution that 
would restore some of her power back 
to her and her people. The queen had 
finally drafted a new constitution, but 
on Jan. 16, 1893, the day that Queen 
Lili'uoklani was to instate this new 
constitution, the Hawaiian League had 
the sailors and marines of the U.S.S. 
Boston take up quarters in the yard 
across from the royal Hawaiian palace. 
These sailors and marines acted at 
the request of John L. Stevens, U.S. 
Minister to the Kingdom of Hawaii and 
member of the Hawaiian League, but 
without the knowledge or authorization 
of the Congress or the President. 
The next day, Jan. 17, 1893, the 
conspirators read a proclamation 
declaring that the Hawaiian monarchy 
government was abrogated and 
replaced by a de facto provisional 
government. 
The overthrow of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom led to a U.S. investigation 
known as the James Blount report, a 
1,400 page report that described the 
overthrow as illegal and demanded the 
reinstatement of Lili'uokalani. This 
failed to happen because Congress and 
the rest of the U.S. were proponents 
of Hawaiian annexation. Eventually, 
the U.S. would pass the Newlands 
Resolution to annex Hawaii in 1898 
because it was seen as necessary for 
military purposes in the Spanish-
American War. 
The Newlands resolution was a 
joint resolution internal to the U.S. 
and did not apply to a foreign country 
like a treaty of annexation would do. 
According to international law, the 
encapsulation of any foreign country 
requires a treaty of annexation, proving 
that the existence of a Hawaiian 
kingdom exists under current 
international law. 
So the next time you take a visit 
to Hawaii all I ask is that you become 
aware of the nation that stands under 
your feet and be respectful of the 
culture and struggle that continues to 
exist. 
The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. J 
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Getting the cultural lay of the land in San Diego 
By Nathan Heller 
OPINION EDITOR 
From the post-World War 2 era 
until the late eighties, Japan stood 
unrivaled as the premier electronics 
and automobile exporter in the world. 
From Sony to Toyota, the quality and 
reliability of Japanese products set 
a standard to which many western 
manufacturers still aspire. 
The success of these Japanese 
products are owed in part to the 
uncompromising nature of their 
creators. Both in work and in life, the 
Japanese value repetition, and it is 
this repetition that fuels their success. 
Consistency leads to mastery. 
This philosophy of constant 
refinement does not seem to spill 
over into other areas of Japanese life, 
however. Historically, higher education 
has been a closed system in Japan; high 
school students spend the majority of 
their waking hours cramming for the 
infamous entrance exam—an arbitrary 
test of cognitive ability. Once accepted 
into a college or university, the student 
gets on the career fast track, majoring 
most often in business or engineering. 
The essence of the closed 
system is derived from the domestic 
employment market, which places 
unique demands on students. These 
expectations essentially revolve around 
trainability instead of outstanding 
ability in absolute terms, as Kariya 
Takehiko puts it in his 2011 article, 
"Higher Education and the Japanese 
Disease." This results in rather startling 
deficiencies, from a global perspective, 
as the budding Japanese worker is 
prepared only for competition within a 
static, domestic environment. 
In North America, the melting pot 
of the world, globalization has been 
happening to us since Ellis Island 
opened its first immigrant station 
in 1892. It's difficult to imagine the 
United States as a homogenized nation 
where nearly everyone aspires to 
work for the same company. Indeed, 
we look outward almost involuntarily 
due to our mixed heritages and 
ancestries. The Japanese, conversely, 
have had historical tendencies toward 
isolationism. 
It is no wonder, then, that what 
was once a winning philosophy for 
Japanese colleges and corporations 
alike—to cultivate trainable students for 
domestic jobs—is showing wear and tear 
in the age of globalization. Repetition 
eventually begets refinement and 
reevaluation, and the Japanese have 
some catching up to do. 
Takehiko, a professor of Japanese 
sociology and fellow of St. Antony's 
College, Oxford, describes the issue 
as a "trilemma" in which three 
irreconcilable factors struggle to 
coexist. These factors are as follows: 
maintaining standards, equalizing 
opportunities—major expansion 
of higher education—and keeping 
the fiscal burden on the state to a 
sustainable level. 
The difficulties in achieving 
these goals become exacerbated 
when considering Japan's shrinking 
college-age population and stagnating 
economy. 
As opposed to the United 
States, where the majority of college 
students attend public institutions, 
approximately 80% of Japanese 
students attend private universities, 
according to Takehiko. Japan has 
expanded its higher education sector by 
placing the bulk of the financial burden 
on household incomes rather than on 
the state. While seemingly a product 
of its time, the mass-marketization 
of education breeds an undesirable 
outlook on education in general. 
As one might expect, the Japanese 
government's hands-off approach to 
higher education paints this commodity 
as a private privilege rather than a 
sociocultural responsibility. Under this 
system, in other words, the benefit is 
seen to be born on a personal level; the 
individual involved does indeed view 
his or her education solely as a passport 
into the workplace. As a result, the 
purely intellectual value of education 
is lost almost entirely. 
Having satisfied two points in 
their trilemma—widening access and 
eased fiscal burdens on the state—the 
Japanese straggle to maintain quality in 
the classroom. The decrease in Japan's 
18-year old population means that 
enrollment quotas aren't filling up as 
consistently as they used to, compelling 
universities to lower their standards in 
order to approve more applications. At 
the same time, corporations continue 
to move their hiring seasons forward 
in order to attract the dwindling talent 
before it ripens. 
Like a snowball, earlier hiring 
seasons means college juniors are 
starting the job hunt before their 
academic years end, leading to rushed 
graduations and half-baked entry-level 
workers. Barely ready for the domestic 
corporate grind, these 3-year lecture 
hall graduates simply have nothing to 
offer the world at-large. 
In an April article for The 
Guardian, Hitotsubashi University 
Global Education Program Director 
Hiroshi Ota examines what he calls the 
"ever-intensifying global talent war." 
Despite its high population density, 
Japan has focused its globalization 
efforts on inbound rather than outbound 
channels. In what's been coined that 
"brain-gain" initiative, Ota explains, 
many private institutions are now 
aggressively recruiting international 
students—primarily from China—to 
come and fill their classrooms. 
Not only does Japan need to foster 
an image of quality in order to attract 
international students, but it must 
reshape its perception of education 
as a whole. This paradigm shift 
comes at a time when the country is 
not only economically unstable, but 
geologically so as well. 
By Ashton Padberg 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Our beautiful campus is located 
a mere 22 miles north of the Mexican 
border, Old Town is less than two 
miles away and our school's buildings 
are designed in a 16th century Spanish 
Renaissance architectural style. 
Considering each of these factors, it 
would make sense to conclude that 
we are located on Mexican land. San 
Diego is in fact rich with Mexican 
culture, however; our campus is built 
on Native American land. 
A largely unknown fact is that 
San Diego County has more Native 
American Indian reservations than any 
other county in the U.S. There are 18 
total reservations in the San Diego area, 
occupying 124,000 acres, according to 
the San Diego County Tax Assessor. 
The San Diego area is home to 
many different ethnic groups today, one 
of which is Native American Indians. 
There are more than 20,000 Native 
Americans living in San Diego County 
today, all belonging to four different 
tribal groups that are divided among 
various reservations. The four tribal 
groups that make up the indigenous 
Indian population are: Kumeyaay-
Diegueno, the Luiseno, the Cupeno 
and the Cahuilla. 
The. history of Indians in our area 
acts as a counter narrative to the well-
known story of Spaniards settling 
Southern California. Evidence of 
habitation in San Diego County can be 
traced 10,000 years back according to 
archaeologists. The indigenous tribes 
of La Jolla were settled here without 
European discovery or invasion until 
the 1500s. 
to adapt to the new life handed to them 
by colonizing countries. 
In 1851, California's first governor, 
Peter Burnett, boldly stated, "that the 
war of extermination will continue 
to be waged until the race becomes 
extinct must be expected." 
The Native Americans in Southern 
California were not even looked at 
as humans. They became targets, 
their entire culture simplified to "the 
race" that was to become erased from 
California. 
In 1854, the New York Century 
newspaper wrote, "In the Atlantic and 
Western states Indians have suffered 
wrongs and cruelties at the hands of 
the stronger race, but history has no 
parallel to atrocities perpetrated in 
California." 
The history of San Diego is often 
only told in the American perspective. 
In our history textbooks growing 
up none mentioned the desired 
"extermination" of an entire race of 
Native Americans. No history classes 
were taught sympathizing for the 
Indians who were here thousands of 
years before Americans settled. No 
significant dedication to the thousands 
of Indian lives lost is present in our 
texts. The dominant American history 
that is taught in schools, and that is 
recognized by the general population, 
leaves out the narratives of the 
Indian people. The history of Native 
Americans cannot be forgotten or 
ignored. 
Native American culture is all 
around us, Native Americans live 
among us, reservation land surrounds 
us and the history of San Diego is 
forever intertwined with the history of 
Indians in America. 
The rocky San Diego landscape near Mt. Woodson is just one of the many diverse and 
verdant areas in Southern California. 
Flickr CC/Mark eggrole 
The natives, who were deeply 
spiritual and in touch with nature, used 
the land around them for everything. 
They made use of San Diego's diverse 
terrain by spending their springs by 
the ocean, then traveling inland to the 
mountains for fall, and winters in the 
nearby deserts. 
Native Americans lived here 
without disturbance until Juan Cabrillo 
sailed into Point Loma in 1542. From 
that point forward, word of a new and 
beautiful place spread, and countries 
all over the world had their eye on 
this land. In 1602, a merchant named 
Sebastian Vizcaino landed here to 
explore, and it was he who named this 
land "San Diego." 
In the hopes of spreading 
Christianity, the King of Spain selected 
San Diego as the area for the first 
settlement. The Spring of 1769 marked 
the first Spanish military occupation, 
and the beginning of construction on 
the California Missions. 
In November of 1775, one month 
after the mission was completed, 
Indians revolted and destroyed the 
Spanish creation. This was the first 
of many acts of retaliation on the 
Spaniards done by the San Diego 
Natives. Tensions grew again many 
years later, in 1826, when Mexico 
gained independence from Spain and 
took hold of California land. However, 
the peak of Native American unrest 
was in 1848, when America triumphed 
in the Mexican American war and 
gained California land. 
Native Americans watched their 
lands, which had been untouched 
by outsiders for thousands of years, 
snatched up without any negotiation. 
According to a Kumeyaay-
Diegueno native, Anthony Pico, "This 
lifestyle was not a choice that we 
made." 
The San Diego natives were forced 
This classroom at Ishikawa high school in Chiba, Japan and many others like it play a large role in the shaping of yound minds. Like this classroom, however, many 
of the teaching and learning methods that the Japanese employ are becoming woefully outdated. 
Lessons from Japan's higher education 
Flickr CC/naosuke ii 
system 
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Discovering border culture through music 
By Bianca Guzman 
CONTRIBUTOR 
While admiring the gorgeous 
sunset over the USD campus, many 
students find that the outside world is 
but a distant memory. It is easy to forget 
that our campus lies less than 25 miles 
away from Mexico. Unfortunately, 
many students are unaware of Mexican 
American history and are unable to 
appreciate how music has influenced 
this history. By learning the history, 
USD can become a more culturally 
accepting place for students and the 
community. 
One noteworthy regulation 
concerning Mexican immigration is the 
1790 Immigration and Naturalization 
Act which determined who could 
become citizens from 1790 to 1930. 
It was the first piece of legislation 
that mentioned the word "white" as 
a requirement for citizenship and 
allowed citizenship to be passed only 
through the father. It was a type of 
de jure racism that began to enforce 
the existing ideas of inferiority that 
justified European and American 
imperialism. 
Additionally, the results of the 
Mexican American War considerably 
altered Mexican presence in the U.S. A 
major consequence of American victory 
was the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo, which claimed nearly half of 
Mexican land as American territories. 
The U.S. exchanged $15 million 
for California, Arizona, New Mexico, 
Nevada, Texas, Utah and Colorado 
and outlined promises to the Mexican 
people living on this land. These 
promises included cultural, political, 
and economic rights and U.S. 
citizenship. It is important for students 
to realize that the very soil upon which 
USD sits is formerly Mexican land. 
The phrase, "We did not cross the 
border, it crossed us," expresses the 
overwhelming discontent that unified 
this particular group. 
Unfortunately, a senate revision 
of the treaty drastically altered the 
intentions of the agreement. The 
resulting contract removed Mexican 
property rights thus allowing 
Americans to take advantage of the 
Mexicans on this land by forging 
property documents and asserting that 
Mexicans on the newly American land 
had no claim to their property. 
The first great wave of Mexican 
immigration, however, did not begin 
until WWI and continued until the Great 
Depression. Pierrette Hondagneu-
Sotelo writes in his article, The History 
of Mexican Undocumented Settlement 
in the United States, "Wartime 
labor shortages in U.S. agriculture 
prompted a contract labor- program 
for male workers." However, the most 
prominent immigration legislation 
was the 1986 Immigration Reform 
and Control Act. It intended to curb 
Mexican undocumented immigration 
by imposing sanctions on employers 
who knowingly hired undocumented 
immigrant workers. 
Hondagneu-Sotelo explains, "By 
granting legal status, the legislation 
recognized and accelerated the further 
integration and permanence of long-
staying previously undocumented 
immigrants in the U.S." 
In response to the place-making 
hardships Mexican Americans 
underwent, this group developed 
several forms of protest to fight the 
hegemonic script; the most prominent 
of these forms was music. 
New USD students often find it 
difficult to find a place where they fit 
in on campus. Creative expression 
A mariachi band plays at Logan Heights, 
frequently provides a way for students 
to voice their opinions, meet others 
with similar struggles and prevent 
themselves from becoming lost in the 
crowd. 
Mexican Americans have faced 
similar hardships. Music provides a 
means by which Mexican Americans 
may respond to the adversities they 
have endured while attempting to find 
a place for themselves in America. 
The most basic genre of music is 
known as a corrido, which is a type 
of Mexican ballad, or song that is 
often about oppression, history, daily 
misfortunes and social structures. 
It is passed through generations to 
convey beliefs and ideas of the original 
Flickr CC/Steve Dunleavy San Diego, 
generation through song. In his 
article, "With His Pistol in His Hand," 
anthropologist Americo Paredes 
illustrates the importance of the 
corrido through an examination of El 
Corrido de Gregorio Cortez. The ballad 
describes the story of Gregorio Cortez, 
a vaquero with many other skills and 
talents, evading the Texas Rangers, 
who were after him for shooting a 
sheriff who killed his brother and 
would have done the same to him. 
The protagonist is a hero 
possessing qualities of an ideal border 
Mexican man—a jack-of-all-trades, a 
human embodiment of border strife 
survival. Paredes was one of the first 
anthropologists to recognize a corrido 
as an authentic source of cultural and 
historical information. He recognized 
that corridos were not simply songs for 
entertainment but contained a fraction 
of fact and a wealth of cultural insight 
regarding many Mexican values. 
Additionally, variations of rock 
music have provided a voice for 
Mexican Americans as well. 
Victor Hugo Viesca notes in 
Straight Out the Barrio, "Ozomatli 
is an institution that emerged out of 
collective political mobilization, a 
repository of social memory about past 
struggles for social change and a site 
for imagining and enacting new social 
relations." 
The band consists of Chicano, 
African American, Jewish, Cuban, 
Scottish and Japanese members. 
Ozomatli exemplifies the effectiveness 
of ethnic integration, which can easily 
be implemented at USD. The group 
formed as a result of the negative 
impacts of globalization in Los Angeles; 
these consequences included large-
scale displacement, increased class 
polarization, loss of local autonomy 
and inter-ethnic conflict. Moreover, 
Mexican groups such as Mana create 
music which encompass the views of 
Mexicans and Mexican Americans 
such as in their song "Latino America." 
USD students have the unique 
opportunity to witness the powerful 
presence of Mexican American 
culture. Traditional Mexican music 
such as Banda and Mariachi are easily 
accessible throughout San Diego. Not 
only is this music obtainable through 
the vast radio stations available to 
students, but in places such as Old 
Town and other cultural hubs. 
Like Ozomatli, students can leam 
more about the Mexican American 
culture to become proactive about 
problems at USD. 
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TOREROS' 
OPINIONS What are you looking forward to in the Spring? 
Raymond Sullivan 
Junior 
I am definitely looking forward 
to my research class, 8-12 
hours of research during class. 
And I am really excited to get to 
submerge myself into the field 




What I am most excited about for 
spring semester is for everyone 
to come home from being abroad 
because then the campus is more 
full of life and activity. 
Kevin Crespo 
Sophomore 
I am looking forward to everyone 
coming back from abroad. I 
am looking forward to the new 
classes I will be taking and 
starting to plan for my future. 
I am looking forward to a lot of 
things. I am looking forward to 
my classes because I am taking 
three theology courses so I am 
really excited for that. I am 
also looking forward to surfing 
because my schedule will 
allow it. Also, LIFE week with 
Students for Life. 
Sam Littlefield 
Junior 
I am really looking forward to 
all of my close friends coming 
back from abroad. I can't wait 
to catch up with them and hear 
all of their crazy stories from 
the adventures across the world. 
I am also looking forward to 
seeing the Easter bunny. 
Letters to the 
Editor Policy 
The Vista strongly encourages letters 
to the editor from students, faculty, staff, 
administration and the community. 
Correspondence should be sent to 
tcabalse@usdvista.com with the subject 
line "Letter to the Editor.' 
Submissions should be limited to 500 
words and must include verifiable contact 
information. Letter content is subject to 
editing for clarity and style. 
The Vista does not publish anonymous 
letters, those addressed to a third party or 
letters in poor taste. 
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Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology: 
Marriage and Family Therapy 
Azusa Pacific University's graduate programs empower you 
to put compassion into action. Prepare to make a difference 
Master of Social Work 
• Internships in the Greater Los Angeles area 
• Integration of faith and social work practice 
• Full-time and part-time options 
For more information, visit www.apu.edu/msw/. 
Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology: Marriage and Family Therapy 
• Alignment with current California licensure requirements 
• Professionally active faculty who teach from personal experience 
• A curriculum that integrates spirituality and values 
• A blend of the theoretical and practical elements of psychology 
For more information, visit www.apu.edu/mft/. 
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By Blanca Torii 
ARTS&CULTURE EDITOR 
I went to a rave this past 
weekend. I don't celebrate 
Halloween very much, but I do 
go to these music events for the 
occasion. No 1 don't drive with 
the bass vibrating the whole car; 
I don't even listen to electronic 
music in my free time. When I like 
electronic songs, usually it's the 
words that I am attracted to, or the 
vocals when there is actual singing 
involved. It just so happens that 
there are pulsating tempos in the 
background as well. I don't have 
a problem with the repetition in 
these types of songs—there's just 
so much junk out there that it's rare 
for a song claiming to be electronic 
to please my senses. Usually I 
listen to more passive music, but 
that's just me. I won't offer any 
further insight into the aesthetic 
preferences of the two instruments 
adorning the sides of my visage. 
What I do like about electronic 
music though, is its ability to create 
a mood. 
What I mean by this is that part 
of the energy felt when attending 
music festivals is the ability of the 
performers to manipulate the mood 
of the crowd. Those onstage can 
sway the audience any which way. 
There also aren't very many 
places that offer non-stop music 
playing at impressive volumes. 
What music festivals do allow is a 
huge get-together of anyone who 
appreciates music. 
It can be understood in terms 
of why people like Disneyland. 
People go there because it's hard 
to be in a bad mood. Sure it can 
get crowded, and sure lines can 
get ridiculously prolonged, but in 
general it's the happiest place on 
earth. People go to Disneyland, 
as well as music festivals, for the 
constructed environments that 
both hangouts of sorts create. 
With Disneyland, there's cotton 
candy, Buzz Lightyear and Mickey 
Mouse; with music festivals, 
there's all your choice musicians 
playing at constant intervals. And 
for both, there's the company that 
you keep. Why can't I say that this 
is the same with raves, without 
having the negative connotation of 
thinking that this is only because 
everyone's on drugs? Should I 
blame Woodstock? 
Is it not true that people go to 
Disneyland for its 'good vibes'? 
Why doesn't Disneyland have 
a bad reputation? Because it's a 
place for people of all ages? It 
would be absurd to propose that 
everyone at Disneyland is under 
the influence of narcotics. I mean, 
I will admit that I notice that 
the people who go to raves are 
grungier in appearance than the 
rest of the normal population. I will 
admit that I understand why some 
people don't hold any interest in 
attending. I will admit that it's an 
event that one needs to be in the 
mood for. It's around Halloween 
night, though, it's not like these 
events are put on with no holiday 
in mind. 
Another unfathomable idea 
are the hoards of people who flock 
to these rambunctious events. 
Any concept that manages to pull 
masses of people in will never 
cease to fascinate me. 
What drives people? What pulls 
them in? What causes them to not 
order pizza and go to a restaurant? 
.To change it up? Laziness? 
Impulses? Convenience? 
Part of the pull of going to any 
event these days is being able to 
blab about it. Specifically, being 
able to tell everyone through a 
virtual status, through a picture 
uploaded in ten seconds or through 
a 140-character blurb. If no one 
ever knew, or if no one ever saw, 
would you still do it? 
Greensky Bluegrass, a bluegrass band from Kalamazoo, Mich, made up of five members, recently played a positively immersive set at a dive in Ocean Beach called Winston s. 
The sky is always greener on the other side 
By Loreri Robb 
CONTRIBUTOR 
While at a small bar in Ocean 
Beach, a friend commented on the 
crowd of Greensky Bluegrass, some 
years ago, as staying in the single 
digits. Back then, it was a couple 
of friends acting as the audience. 
Taking this to note, the irony of a line 
around the block brought to fruition 
that what lay ahead would be nothing 
short of masterful. Nothing short of 
transcending. 
Greensky Bluegrass has traversed 
mountains since its inception twelve 
years ago. The ensemble enters the 
conversation as a panel of acoustic 
disciples, strumming and turning the 
audience any which way, but most 
importantly turning them loose. The 
band's music is built to spill. 
If unfamiliar with Winston's, it 
is a dive bar with that recurrent dream 
of masquerading as a venue. It is the 
perfect place to turn intimate, not 
only with a crowd but with the artist 
who summons it. There was no need 
to justify the claims expressed by 
Greensky all night that Winston's and 
its city were a favorite for the band 
from Kalamazoo, Mich. As someone 
unfamiliar with both Greensky and 
bluegrass musically, all hesitancy was 
left in disregard once the strings began 
to sway. 
The band travels together as an 
equal movement of five individuals, 
a unit of instruments on stage. Dave 
Bruzza (guitar, vocals), Anders Beck 
(dobro), Mike Devol (upright bass), 
Mike Bont (banjo), and Paul Hoffman 
(mandolin) emphasize a friendship 
with the elemental frankness of the 
wind instruments they play. Absent 
of any sort of drum, the music was 
nonetheless percussive and supported 
by the legs of the upright bass and 
decorated by the insistence of each 
member's participation. 
Every band member had his 15 
minutes of fame that night, entering 
a limelight played along with so 
well. Jam after jam, every instrument 
found time to breach solidarity and 
isolate attention to that particular 
instrument's appeal. Every solo was 
pointed in the perfect direction, as if 
product placement was the intention. 
An overall idea emerged that this band 
played what they felt, when they felt it. 
A highlight of the night happened 
as the band brought on stage a stuffed 
animal tiger and asked the crowd to 
suggest appropriate names for their 
friend. Beck, the dobro player, kept 
repeating, "Yeah, that's not a name," 
while laughing about something said in 
his ear. And in accordance, the crowd 
began to serve him back with laughter. 
Greensky put their lives on display 
for the crowd to better understand 
potency, both of instrument and 
discovery. From a cover of Bob 
Marley's "Could You Be Loved," to 
Bruce Springsteen's "Atlantic City," 
bluegrass, as a genre, grew destitute 
and accrued moments of reggae and 
rock. Yet as the crew dissected works 
from important foundations of musical 
study, it never steered too far away 
from its basis. 
The band's liveliness and 
enthusiasm was dismantling, seeing 
that it travels around 175 times a year 
for the pleasure of its listeners. The 
music embodies an essential courage 
to grow, to impede the trajectory 
of our most important adversity. 
Straightforward and receptive, the 
lyrics became didactic themes to the 
happiness of the sound and more 
specifically, the happiness of those who 
played it. 
Greensky Bluegrass succeeds 
in bringing together a melting pot of 
personality for its shows. Youthful 
and seasoned individuals sported the 
signals of enjoyment all throughout the 
night, engaging the band physically and 
spiritually. Greensky's music boasted 
with impermanence, portraying each 
song so well. Ocean Beach jammed 
amidst its soul for one night, and left 
asking for nothing more. 
Pacific Air's music is light and breezy on the ears 
By Margaret Elartley 
STAFF WRITER 
Pacific Air sounds just as their 
name suggests—like the breeze off the 
ocean. The band (previously called KO 
KO) released their new album on Oct. 
16 under the new name via Republic 
Records. The album is appropriately 
titled "Long Live KO KO." 
The full album stream is available 
on MTV Hive.com and the band's 
website. Yet for listeners who feel 
inclined to make an official purchase, 
the album is available on iTunes. 
"Float" is the headlining single, 
followed by the songs, "Intermission," 
"Roses" and "So Strange." Produced by 
Chris Zane, who has worked with artists 
such as Passion Pit and The Walkmen, 
Pacific Air has received comparisons to 
both bands. The album was mixed by 
Michael Brauer who has done previous 
work on Coldplay, Grizzly Bear and 
Twin Shadow's albums. 
The band consists of brothers 
Ryan and Taylor Lawhon. The Lawhon 
brothers are natives of Southern 
California, which is in part the reason 
why the band's new nftme is so 
appropriate. They have said that they 
have lived everywhere in California. 
Ryan described their lifestyle as that of 
nomads. 
"We moved some 25 times before 
I was 16," he said. "We never lived 
anywhere longer than six months. It was 
very difficult to really call one place 
home, other than the West Coast." 
Ryan, 23, and Taylor, 20, have 
finally settled for a moment in Los 
Angeles to continue working on their 
music. The title of the new album, "Long 
Live KO KO" helps the select fans who 
know them under their former name to 
identify that the band is still jamming, 
just under a new name. The purpose of 
the name change was to avoid a lawsuit . 
Previously there were many artists 
with the name KO KO, with different 
variations on the word. Luckily the band 
had not been extremely committed to 
the name, they had only released a three 
song demo under the KO KO identity. It 
was more important for the duo to avoid 
a lawsuit, then to have the name. 
The first single from the new 
album is "Float," and is getting very 
positive feedback in the musical world. 
MTV's Hive calls the song a jangly beat 
"which breezes along with toe-tapping, 
whistling and lilting harmonies." Hive 
further elaborates on the song's lyrics. 
"'Float's' humble lyrics show that 
the duo craft their lush chant-alongs 
with a universal reliability, and never try 
to conceal them for the novelty." 
"Float" is a beautiful mellow songs 
that evokes absolute bliss. The song has 
a happy optimism, "In the morning I'll 
be fine, in the morning I'll be right." 
It suggests that no matter what goes 
wrong, there is always a new day. The 
song has a nice beat with bubbly synths 
that matches perfect with the soothing 
male vocals and charming whistles. 
When the chorus arrives the beat picks 
up and the word, "float" finally comes 
into play. Also of course, like most 
songs, the indication of a significant 
other is introduced. 
"If he doesn't go all the way, then 
the girl won't stay, the girl won't stay," 
Pacific Air sings. 
A remix of "Float" has landed 
number one on Hype Machine, a music-
sharing website. The song has also been 
featured on KCRW's Music Blog as 
P A C I F I C  A I R  L O N G  L I V E  K O K O  
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Photo Courtesy of Pacific Air 
Pacific Air's fluid, upbeat sound, is supported by its two members from Southern California. 
"Local Bands We Love." 
With all this attention, the band has 
said that it really likes the single. Ryan 
said that the song played well into his 
life at the time. 
"The lyrics explore the emotions 
of not achieving your goals, whether 
they're professional or personal, and 
the consequences on my psyche and my 
ability to move forward" he said. 
The single foreshadows a bright 
future for what Pacific Air has to offer. 
The band has been touring with 
Passion Pit, and also performed at the 
College Music Journal Festival this 
past month. On Nov. 1 Pacific Air 
performed at the Casbah in San Diego 
supporting artist Lord Huron. The 
band will continue touring a few spots 
in the West Coast through November 
and have several January and February 
performances supporting the indie rock 
band Walk The Moon. 
Keep an eye out for this rising indie 
band, they are sure not going to float 
away anytime soon. 
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Halloween is over but Day of the Dead lives on 
Student group AChA holds an event which informs students oj the ritual 
By Angelique Bash 
STAFF WRITER 
Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the 
Dead, is a ritual honoring the dead, 
practiced in Mexico and some parts of 
the U.S. Since Day of the Dead begins 
on Nov. 1, the day after Halloween, 
many people incorrectly assume that 
they are the same. 
Halloween has a spooky, creepy 
and terrifying take on death. Halloween 
revelers watch zombie movies, dress up 
as anything from vampires to Michael 
Jackson and take great delight in being 
scared. 
At first glance, Day of the Dead 
seems to share these same values, 
especially because of its emphasis on 
skulls. People build elaborate altars 
rich with skulls and marigolds, dance 
all night wearing wooden skull masks 
called calacas, paint skulls onto their 
faces and even make sugar skulls 
with a deceased loved one's name on 
the forehead. This celebration truly 
revolves around skulls. 
Alberto Lopez Pullido, Ethnic 
Studies professor at USD, further 
discussed the tradition. 
"In rural Mexico, people visit the 
cemetery where their loved ones are 
buried," Pullido said. "They decorate 
grave sites with marigold flowers 
and candles. They bring toys for dead 
children and bottles of tequila to adults. 
They sit on picnic blankets next to 
grave sites and eat the favorite food of 
their loved ones." 
Day of the Dead is not about 
fearing death; it is about celebrating the 
memory of the deceased, and making 
sure that they are not forgotten. 
This is a much more positive 
outlook on death, and more people 
should know the true practices and 
traditions of Day of the Dead, instead 
of thinking of it as another culture's 
version of Halloween. 
One USD club, Association of 
Chicana Activists (AChA), has worked 
hard to spread awareness about Day of 
the Dead. This year they celebrated the 
tradition by hosting an event that allowed 
students to create their own sugar 
skulls. Each person received a skull 
and colorful frosting for decorating. 
Guest speaker Claudio DeLucca shared 
the rich history and practices of Day 
not o courtesy ot 
Students work on their sugar skulls, which are part of a time honored practice in the tradition of Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead, which is celebrated on Nov. 1. 
of the Dead. The honored attendee is 
the owner of "Back from Tomboctou," 
which is a gallery in Normal Heights 
specializing in "Worldwide Ethnic Folk 
Art and Collectibles." 
DeLucca also explained the 
meaning behind some key symbols of 
the tradition. 
Many students are grateful to 
AChA for spreading awareness about 
commonly misunderstood traditions 
like Day of the Dead1. 
"I had heard it about [Day of the 
Dead] before but all I really knew about 
it is that it takes place in November," 
said senior Jessica Gomes. "USD gave 
me the opportunity to learn more about 
it better, to understand it better, to 
partake in it and so I'm really grateful 
that I'm able to take home a little piece 
of it now," she said, holding up the 
colorful sugar skull she had made. "I 
think that [Day of the Dead] is a really 
unique and interesting way to honor the 
dead." 
Ruby Codinac, a sophomore and 
a member of AChA, says that it is 
important to keep up the traditions of 
her Mexican heritage. 
"Our family always takes this time 
to honor our dead relatives," she said 
as she put the finishing touches on her 
sugar skull. 
Pullido extended the idea of this 
tradition. 
"The tradition is about honoring 
the dead," he said. "[Day of the Dead is] 
not creepy, it's not like a scary movie. 
Everybody dies, there's no escaping it; 
you have to acknowledge it." 
Another honored speaker, Christina 
Gonzalez, senior lecturer on Hispanic 
issues at Arizona State University, 
enlarged the idea of death in regards to 
the tradition. 
"The pre-Hispanic people honored 
duality as being dynamic," Gonzalez 
said. "They didn't separate death from 
pain, wealth from poverty like they did 
in Western cultures." 
They saw life as a dream, and death 
as becoming truly awake. AChA, in 
bringing speakers to enlighten students 
on the tradition of Day of the Dead, has 
provided a new perspective on what 
happens after life. 
The entrepreneurial side of chasing success as a student DJ 
By Paige Brewin 
STAFF WRITER 
Electronic dance music has no 
doubt become a very popular genre 
but many say it is not real music, just 
a passing fad. It is commonly seen as 
being nothing more than a scene for 
people who want to take party drugs 
while dancing. Rory Behr and Conrad 
Moller, current USD seniors and DJs, 
disagree and insist that EDM is here to 
stay. In an industry where thousands of 
young artists are competing for shows 
and trying to get famous, these two 
have some key insight on what it takes 
to make it as a DJ in the EDM industry. 
"I'm sure I'm not the only one 
who thinks EDM is the future of 
music," Behr said. "There are so many 
producers now like Kaskade or Diplo 
that are making innovative music with 
the biggest musicians in the world." 
Moller had a similar opinion about 
EDM's future presence in the music 
industry. 
"I think it is only growing and 
isn't going to pass anytime soon," he 
said. "Our parents lived in the rock 
generation; we are going to be the 
electronic generation." 
The same people who think EDM 
is not a legitimate genre often argue 
that being a DJ does not require nearly 
as much skill as playing a physical 
instrument like piano or guitar. 
"People who say it doesn't take 
talent have probably never tried it," 
Moller said. "Agood DJ does more than 
press buttons and turn knobs, he has to 
be able to know what sounds good and 
what makes people dance. 
Behr reiterated the importance of 
technological knowledge and a good 
ear for music. 
A heavy drop can get just as 
exciting a reaction from a crowd as an 
amazing guitar solo. Both DJs said the 
best part about being a DJ is controlling 
the crowd and showing them a great 
time. 
"It's a rush of adrenaline when you 
build up a song with the fog and lights 
going crazy," Behr said. Then you 
drop it and the crowd reacts — hopefully 
in a good way." 
He is no stranger to large crowds-
-DJ Rohr regularly performs at venues 
in San Diego like Fluxx, House of 
Blues and Intervention, playing with 
big names like Borgore, EC Twins and 
Rory Behr, a senior who goes by the DJ name of D J Rohr, works the tables, showing the entrepreneurial aspect of trying to make it as a D J in a competitive and growing industry. 
Too Short. 
So what does it take to book gigs 
and be successful in an environment 
where everyone thinks they are a DJ? 
Social media is essential. 
"You basically need it all," Behr 
said. "Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Soundcloud: anything to self-promote 
your music online will help raise your 
legitimacy." 
Once these outlets are checked off, 
the self-promoter needs to stay ahead of 
the crowd. 
"You have to be able to judge a 
crowd and play the right music; anyone 
can put on an hour long mix and sit 
back, but it takes the talent and the fun 
out of it," Moller said. 
Behr cites another key for success, 
taught to him by a partner at Eventvibe, 
Matty Allison. 
"The three P's in DJ'ing are: 
produce your own sound, promote 
yourself, and perform to the fullest," he 
said. 
DJ'ing takes talent, technological 
knowledge and hard work. Anyone with 
a good ear for music and motivation to 
hustle in the industry might have a shot 
in this growing music industry. 
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Photos Courtesy of Katelyn McCullough 
Top left: The outside of Nunzi's Cafe, an Italian, family-owned bistro-style restaurant that displays its desserts in a glass viewing case. Middle left: Cranberry/blood orange tart. Bottom left: Shrimp and bacon mac n' cheese, a 
surprisingly delightful and satisying combination. Top right: Pumpkin bread pudding that leaves foodies wanting for more. Bottom right:The inside of Nunzi's Cafe, an understated but homestyle restaurant that is comforting. 
Foodie on a budget: home is where the good cooking is 
The latest visit to a local eatery was at family-operated Italian diner Nunzi's Cafe 
By Katelyn McCullough 
CONTRIBUTOR 
In the last five years or so, food 
has becom In the last few years 
there has been a movement towards 
sustainability and fresh ingredients 
in the restaurant business, but the 
terms have been used so often that 
the message seems to have been 
lost. However, I happened upon a 
restaurant that evokes both of these 
philosophies honestly. At Nunzi's 
Cafe the food is made fresh daily. 
Freshness and family—Nunzi's is a 
family-run business—make the food 
all the more appetizing. 
Nunzi's in Hillcrest has been in 
business for about a year and a half, 
having recently opened in March 
of last year. The family has been 
appeasing taste buds for 30 years with 
a restaurant downtown. 
For Nunzi's, quality is 
everything. Every morning the owner 
goes to the market and shops for 
fresh ingredients; if it isn't fresh, she 
doesn't buy it. As a result, all desserts 
are baked fresh every morning, and 
all food is prepped before opening. 
Aside from the regular menu, there 
are daily specials and deals that help 
one sample all the different options 
that Nunzi's offers. 
For example, when I went last 
Wednesday night, I came upon the 
nightly special of mac n' cheese of the 
day served with a house salad and a 
dessert ($15). The mac n' cheese for 
last Wednesday was with shrimp and 
bacon in a light cream sauce. While 
this combination has been done before, 
Nunzi's turned a standard favorite 
into one that is impressive. The bacon 
brought saltiness to the dish, which 
mixed fantastically with the macaroni 
and cream sauce. This pasta dish 
reminded me of fresh meals that I had 
from my trip to Italy two summers 
ago. If I were limited to choosing 
only one word to describe this dish, I 
would pick 'comforting.' Although at 
a restaurant away from the familiarity 
of home, eating at Nunzi's felt as if I 
were at home enjoying a homemade 
family meal. 
The house salad is another 
example of Nunzi's expertise in fresh 
dishes, as it was a salad of mixed 
lettuce, pumpkin seeds, and light 
balsamic vinaigrette served with 
grilled focaccia. The simplicity of the 
salad is what made the flavors that 
much more noticeable. The slight 
sourness from the vinaigrette brought 
out the saltiness of the pumpkin seeds 
and the warm focaccia added the 
crispness that would normally come 
from croutons, except that satisfactory 
crunch was slightly more enhanced. 
The most anticipated part of the 
meal was the dessert. Upon entering 
I noticed a case of desserts at the 
back by the register. Inside was bread 
pudding, apple and pumpkin puree, 
a blackberry napoleon, a cherry and 
blood orange tart, a chocolate mousse 
and the list goes on. Everything 
looked amazing, but for the dessert 
part of my special I chose the pumpkin 
bread pudding. With the first piece on 
my fork, the aroma of cinnamon was 
strong, and when fork found mouth, 
the result was wonderful. I could 
immediately tell that this was, baked 
fresh, as the bread was moist, but not 
too sweet. Strangely enough, I was 
reminded of eating homemade French 
toast, especially when accompanied 
by a scoop of vanilla ice cream, 
homemade whipped cream and 
powdered sugar. This dish definitely 
qualified as comfort—it was warm and 
simple. 
Oftentimes one can find his 
or herself uncomfortable when 
entering a new place, having never 
sampled the menu or talked to the 
staff. However, Nunzi's removes that 
feeling immediately upon entering. A 
warm 'ciao' greets whomever enter 
and the ddcor is simple, again like the 
menu. It is not pushy nor blatantly 
aggressive. The walls are a dark 
hybrid of purple and grey, and there 
are about 10 tables spread across the 
small space, with unassuming brown 
wooden chairs. There are photos on 
the wall; a few are paintings from 
local artists wanting to put their work 
out there. 
An enticing aspect of Nunzi's is 
the daily deals; every Tuesday they 
have a dinner for two consisting of two 
salads, two pastas and two desserts 
($22). Every Friday night there is a 
free movie playing between 7 and 8 
p.m. and a three-course dinner ($20). 
These are great deals for those on a 
budget who are looking for delicious 
food with the option of choosing 
vegetarian. Nunzi's is even available 
for private parties or catering with a 
custom option to fit each individual's 
needs. 
I definitely plan on returning to 
Nunzi's in the future, not just for the 
food, but also because 1 felt instantly 
welcome and at ease. So grab a bite to 
eat at Nunzi's, where it's easy to make 
oneself feel at home. 
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Visiting poet inspired by Southern cooking and the blues 
By Jennifer Li 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Last Friday, as part of the Lindsay 
J. Cropper Memorial Writers Series, 
poet Kevin Young began his reading 
with Gertrude Stein's poem "Susie 
Asado." 
"Sweet sweet sweet sweet sweet 
tea./ Susie Asado," the poem begins. 
As part of the collection of food 
poems that Young published under his 
name as editor, the poem embodied 
those written by the poet himself in its 
concentration on sound. With a slighter 
repetition, Young's inspiration draws 
from a variety of musical influences. 
Including but not limited to, the poet 
draws aspects from the music of 
Johnny Cash and Amy Winehouse, 
as well as poets Emily Dickinson and 
Langston Hughes. 
Another major influence on his 
poetry is Young's , Southern roots. 
Born in Lincoln, Neb., the poet 
moved around several times as a 
child before spending a considerable 
amount of time in Topeka, Kan. 
During the reading he read a series of 
poems from his collection of poetry, 
"Dear Darkness." Among these was 
his poem "Ode to Chicken." 
"Folks always try/ getting you to 
act/ like you someone else--/ nuggets, 
or tenders, fingers/ you don't have-
but even/ your unmanicured feet/ taste 
sweet." 
The poem suggests the humor in 
his poetry as well as the reinventing 
of the familiar, as Halina Duraj said 
in her introduction to the poet. The 
poet's odes to 'soul foods,' as he 
said in his discussion following the 
reading, were written after the death 
of his father. 
"These poems just came out on a 
burst," he said. 
It is evident that Young's poetry is 
altogether reminiscent, introspective, 
yet simple in diction and blatant in 
meaning—the poet introduced every 
poem with a brief explanation of 
what exactly the poem was about. 
The accomplished poet received his 
B.A. from Harvard University and 
his Master of Fine Arts from Brown 
University, as well as his book of 
poetry "Jelly Roll: A Blues," being 
one of the finalists for the National 
Book Award and the Los Angeles 
Times Book Prize. 
Currently Young serves as the 
Atticus Hay good Professor of Creative 
Writing and English and Curator of 
Literary Collections and the Raymond 
Danowski Poetry Library at Emory 
University in Atlanta. 
With a resume of these 
proportions under his belt, the poet 
is no stranger to answering questions 
from students. One student addressed 
a unifying element in all of Young's 
poems—sound driving the poetry. 
The poet responded, describing his 
tendency to think of sound and music 
in a different way, focusing on the 
"noise, off-notes, [in order to] mar the 
surface a bit." 
"You're occupying this moment 
of music for the duration of the 
poem," he said. 
His last poem drew from a new 
sequence that the poet is currently 
working on, composed of "semi-
sonnets." It spawns from Amy 
Winehouse's song "Rehab," ending 
on "I said 'No, no, no." Photo Courtesy of Kevin Young 
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12. Popcorn 
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GET MORE DONE. 
HAZARD# CENTER 
UNIVE It 
PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Are You Ready for College Level Math? 
> '  
If Not, then refresh your math skills with 
EDU X727J Math Review II 
Intersession: January 3-23, 2013 
Cost $500 
About the Program... 
Has it been a while since you took math in high school? Are you looking for a course to 
refresh your algebra skills before you dive into College Algebra (Math 115), Survey of 
Calculus (Math 130) and/or Calculus I (Math 150)? Or are you wanting to brush up on 
your math for a professional or entrance exam? These courses will review basic 
mathematical topics with the objective of preparing students for further studies in Math. 







FRIARS AT FRAZEE Facebook.com/Hazard.Center 
Classes meet: Monday-Thursday, 10AM-12:20PM 
(Holiday-Monday, January 21) 
Where: Manchester Conference Center, Room 202 
Instructor: Shoula Shamoun, B.A., tutors various levels of math including upper division university 
level. She has a passion for teaching, a passion for learning and a passion for math, which she 
continues to study on a regular basis in order to deepen her knowledge and better serve her 
students As a teacher, she has inspired students to achieve excellence; as a tutor, she has helped 
students dramatically improve their grades, in some cases, from an F to an A. 
For more information and to register please visit WWW.USd-OnlilTC.jOrg 
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Courtesy 01 athletics 
Top:Torero Stadium will host the final home game of the season for the USD football team, as well as the team's Senior Night this Saturday evening. See page 18 
wil i§P 
mmm? 
athletics ourtesy o 
Middle:This group comprising the members of the USD mens soccer team is set to finish their season strong after a small setback this past week. See page 19. 
athletics ourtesy o* 
Bottom: Members of the USD women's volleyball team in pratice as they prepare for the post-season victories that will cap a dominating season thus far. See page 20 
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Copy of a 
copy of a... 
By Nick Dilonardo 
SPORTS EDITOR 
They call Las Vegas "Sin City." 
They say what happens there, stays 
there. It's a partier's oasis in the Nevada 
sands. It's a desert of dead metaphors. 
The New York, New York hotel. 
Paris. The Venetian. They are replicas of 
other "originals." They are simulations. 
They pervade Las Vegas. 
Step into the New York theme-ed 
hotel, and walk through its concourses. 
There's Greenblatt's Deli. There's the 
Nine Fine Irish Men bar. There's a fake 
Empire State Building. There's New 
York style pizza and fresh cold cuts. 
They've even got 24 hours Chinese 
food. 
For some, the trip all the way back 
East becomes irrelevant at some point. 
Sigmund Freud said that when a patient 
exhibits all the symptoms of a disorder 
- whether he's faking them or not - the 
difference becomes... well, blurred. 
The difference then, between "real" 
and the simulation, isn't so clean. What 
difference is there if any at all? 
Language works this way: we point 
to an object and say "tree" but we don't 
point to a vehicle and say the same thing. 
Nor do we see a "shrub" and say "tree." 
The word is a mechanism that signifies 
the referenced image. We point at the 
tree as if to compare it to this normative 
notion we have in our head of what trees 
look like. But there are so many trees! 
Pine, Maple, Oak - yet we use the same 
word for each. We dismiss what they 
have in difference - we privilege what 
they have in common. We dismiss their 
particulars. We unite them through terms 
that are general. Use the wrong word for 
the wrong object, and people will look at 
you like you are crazy. 
Metaphors are larger notions or 
symbols that stand in for a group of 
particulars. The larger New York hotel's 
metaphor exists through its accumulation 
or simulation of these particular traits: 
the New York deli, the Irish bars and the 
pizza. Paris and The Venetian function 
the same way. "Come to our hotel!" they 
scream. Experience Paris. Experience 
Venice. Have an "authentic" Italian 
coffee. 
There are gondolas. There are 
French men with accordions. There are 
baguettes. There is cheese. At what point 
does the simulation become blurred? At 
what point is there really any difference? 
Sure, one is in Vegas, the other is 
not. That much is simple. 
But our culture is one of dead 
metaphors. We says things like "don't 
throw the baby out with the bathwater" 
with no thought given to the visual 
nature of that metaphor. We say "he has 
no axe to grind" when few of us from 
the suburbs have any clue as to how that 
may look. 
Or how about gum: Extra Gum has 
"Dessert Delights." You pop the gum 
into your mouth, and without the guilt, 
you experience strawberry shortcake or 
key-lime pie. You see the same thing 
with yogurt. One simulates the other. It's 
a culture of copy. It's rinse and repeat. 
The relationship between the 
original and the copy in each of 
these instances becomes increasingly 
destabilized with each successive 
simulation. But at what point does the 
simulation stop being any less true than 
the original? Does one begin to argue 
for some innate essence of the original 
that distinguishes it from the copy? If 
it walks like a duck, talks like a duck -
please pardon my cliche. 
Jean Baudrillard made an argument 
like this for Disneyland - that place 
where the future, the frontier, fairytales 
and California history all come swirling 
together amidst overpriced bottles of 
water and funnel cake. There's even 
a simulation of Star Wars that sells 
imitation figurines from its movies. 
There's plot of land surrounded by water 
that claims to be Tom Sawyer's or Huck 
Finn's. I forget whose. I bet it's just 
like the Mississippi. I've never seen the 
real river. Who needs to? I've seen the 
simulation. 
Have we deserted the real, or has 
the real deserted us? Does it matter? 
On the road to and from Vegas, 
there lies in Baker a burger joint serving 
strawberry shakes and gyros by the 
name The Mad Greek Cafe. There are 
white statues worn from the desert sands 
standing testament to the Greek-ness of 
the place in which you eat. There are 
murals of the Acropolis. There is pita 
bread. There is feta cheese. What is the 
point? What is the danger here? 
When "Greek" means gyros, cheap 
statues and hummus, there in lies the 
rub, and the rubbing away of difference. 
It becomes a degraded spectacle. 
uourtesy OT s u T o o i D a i i . n e i  
Junior quarterback Mason Mills prepares theTorero football team to take the field against their opponent on their home turf, site of Senior Night this Saturday. 
Hurrican Sandy cancels 
game vs. Marist in N.Y. 
Toreros begin to prepare for Senior 
Night against the Eagles at home 
without playing the Red Foxes. 
By Nick Dilonardo 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The USD football team's game 
against the Marist College Red Foxes 
was cancelled Saturday, Nov. 1. The 
cancellation stemmed from the still 
lingering effects of Hurricane Sandy. 
The issue of flight cancellations to New 
York was cited by Pioneer Football 
League Commissioner Patty Viverito 
as a primary concern. 
"Due to the devastating impact of 
Hurricane Sandy throughout the East 
Coast and the resulting cancellation 
of flights, the USD football team is 
unable to travel to Marist College this 
weekend," Viverito said. 
Despite the cancellation, hope 
for playing the game still exists, 
as Viverito alluded to a possible 
December rescheduled game. 
"Consequently, the' Pioneer 
Football League game between USD 
and Marist scheduled on Saturday, 
Nov. 3. has been cancelled," she said. 
"Both schools are working diligently to 
try to reschedule the game for Saturday, 
Dec. 1. A decision will be made on this 
matter as expeditiously as possible." 
The letdown of a whole week's 
practice gone without the game 
played in culmination will have to be 
overcome as the Toreros look to shift 
their focus to the Morehead State 
Eagles. The Toreros are set to play the 
Eagles at home this Saturday, Nov. 10. 
The game marks the last for the Toreros 
at home for the 2012 season. It will also 
be Senior Night for 17 Torero football 
players, as they suit up to play on their 
home field one last time at Walter J. 
Zable field at Torero Stadium. 
The Eagles come into the game 
with an overall 3-6 record, and have yet 
to win a game in conference play. The 
Eagles have also failed to win a game 
away from their home turf. However, 
they are coming off of back-to-back 
blowout wins against the Campbell 
University Fighting Camels and the 
Davidson University Wildcats. Against 
the Fighting Camels, the Eagles won 
70-28 in their homecoming game. The 
Eagles beat the Wildcats 49-14. 
In the Eagles' game against the 
Fighting Camels, senior quarterback 
Zach Lewis threw for 339 yards on 
27 completions out of a total of 32 
attempts. He threw five touchdowns 
in that game, against one interception, 
without taking a single sack. The 
Eagles also received a 110-yard rushing 
performance from sophomore running 
back Rees Machshara on 17 attempts, 
for an average of 6.5 yards a carry. 
U ,  
Eagles' roster. The Eagles have seven 
players with at least two touchdown 
receptions, demonstrating the diverse 
passing distribution of their offense, 
with Sawyer as the lone exception. 
The Toreros will no doubt need to shut 
down Sawyer in order to defeat the 
Eagles this weekend. 
The Toreros will go into the game 
with the added bonus of a week of 
' D u e  t o  t h e  d e v a s t a t i n g  
impact of Hurricane Sandy 
throughout the East Coast 
and the resulting cancellation 
of flights, the USD football 
team is unable to travel to 
Marist College this weekend," 
Viverito said. 
Rees and his teammates, sophomore 
slotback Brandon Bornhauser and 
senior slotback Blake Stanley, each 
rushed for a touchdown in the blowout. 
Against the Wildcats, the Eagles 
had plenty of success as well. Macshara 
had another game with over 100 rushing 
yards, netting 127 on 23 attempts, for a 
5.5 yards per carry average. He scored 
two touchdowns, as did Stanley, who 
ran for 82 yards on 15 carries, for an 
over five yards per carry average as 
well. The four touchdowns from two 
backs helped balance the offense for 
Lewis, who through or two scores 
himself. Lewis threw for 267 yards on 
20 completions on 20 attempts, again 
throwing a single interception, and 
without a sack. 
Senior wide receiver Donte 
Sawyer leads the Eagles in receiving 
yards and receiving touchdowns with 
nearly 700 yards and five touchdowns. 
Sawyer has double the receiving yards 
of the next closest receiver on the 
practice without the physical toll of a 
game played against a tough opponent. 
Despite the aforementioned emotional 
letdown of a game gone unplayed, 
the Toreros will be fresher than their 
opponents. This, combined with home-
field advantage and the emotions of 
Senior Night will make victory a tough 
task for the Eagles over Toreros squad 
Saturday night. From the start, the 
thrilling battle was close, with both 
teams taking turns in the lead. In the 
first set neither team had a lead larger 
than two. With the score tied at 11, a 
kill from junior middle hitter Katie 
Hoekman ignited a 5-2 USD run, 
putting the Toreros ahead, 15-12, and 
forcing the Waves into a timeout. Junior 
middle hitter Chloe Ferrari boosted the 
Torero lead to 18-14 with a kill of her 
own and sparked the momentum for the 
Toreros to win the first match, 25-22. 
The second set was just as evenly 
matched as the first, with neither team 
leading by more than two. The back 
and forth control of the lead left the 
Waves ahead 18-16 until a kill by 
Brown brought about a 3-0 USD run 
sliding the Toreros back into the lead at 
19-18. Over the next few volleys both 
teams continued alternating control of 
the lead. Finally, with the score tied at 
21, a USD service error provoked a 4-2 
Pepperdine run. This gave the Waves 
the win of the second match, 23-25. 
With the match tied up at one set 
apiece, the Toreros went into the third 
set with the same intensity as the first 
two. Again it was a battle for the lead, 
until the Toreros took a timeout after 
dropping behind by three points. The 
Waves continued their run and built 
up an eight-point lead, but the Toreros 
didn't give up that easily. A Brown kill 
kick-started a 7-2 USD run putting the 
Toreros within three points at 18-15. 
Although they 'made a valiant effort, 
USD could not overcome the Waves 
lead and Pepperdine managed to win 
the third match, 25-22. 
In the fourth set, the Toreros 
focused themselves and started out 
strong with a 4-1 run. The Waves 
however matched the Toreros early 
aggressiveness, and evened up the 
score at 7. In the familiar back and 
forth fashion, both teams fought for 
the lead over the next several volleys. 
A kill by Tatsch broke the score tied at 
13 and sparked a 4-1 USD run, forcing 
the Waves into a timeout. Pepperdine 
could not recover from the Torero's 
momentum that lead them to a 25-19 
win, forcing a fifth set to determine the 
game. 
In a final effort the Toreros dug 
deep and gained control of the lead 
early on in the fifth set. Brown set the 
Toreros up for a 5-1 USD run with a 
timely kill, setting the tone for the rest 
of the match. After a timeout the Waves 
tried to regain control, but Tatsch 
scored a kill, giving way for a 5-2 USD 
run which put the Toreros ahead 10-3. 
This momentum paved the way for the 
Toreros to cruise into a 15-5 game win. 
Next week USD will head to the 
Pacific Northwest to compete against 
the University of Portland Pilots on 
Thursday in their last WCC match of 
the year. 
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S e n i o r  m i d f i e l d e r  J a m e s  C o h n  s u v e r y s  t h e  f i e l d  w h i l e  c l o s e l y  m a r k e d  b y  P i l o t ' s  s e n i o r  f o r w a r d  R i c a r d o  C a r r i l l o  i n  t h e i r  m a t c h u p  l a s t  w e e k .  
Men's soccer finally loses 
Toreros lose to University of Portland Pilots after eight 
consecutive wins, though still hold 2 point lead in 
conference standings over Santa Clara University Broncos. 
By Nick Dilonardo 
SPORTS EDITOR 
After having won eight straight 
games in a row, the USD men's soccer 
team finally suffered a loss this past 
Sunday, Nov. 4., against the University 
of Portland Pilots. The away game loss 
for the Toreros came by the score of 
2-1. 
USD got on the scoreboard first. 
In the second minute of the match, 
senior midfielder Dan Delgado took 
advantage of an assist from fellow 
senior midfielder James Cohn to chip 
the ball over the Pilots goalkeeper. 
The goal marked the sixth for 
Delgado this season, tied for the 
Torero's team lead with senior forward 
Patrick Wallen. Cohn's assist brought 
his season total to three, two behind 
the team's assist leader, Delgado. 
The Toreros maintained their 
lead until the 33rd minute, when the 
Pilots responded off of a goal from a 
cross. Junior midfielder Steven Evans 
put the ball into the box with his cross 
from the left side, notching an assist 
when senior forward Ben Hemphill 
put it into the back of the net. With the 
score tied, the Pilots took the lead with 
another goal before the first half came 
to an end. 
In the 42nd minute of the first half, 
Evans added to his assist with a goal 
of his own from six yard out following 
a free kick. In the first half, the Pilots 
had six shots to the Toreros two. 
Though the Toreros improved 
their shooting with seven shots on goal 
to the Pilots six in the second half, 
the rally came too late. Sophomore 
goalkeeper Drew Ilijevski suffered his 
first loss this season as a result, giving 
up two goals, despite three saves. 
Even with the loss, the Toreros 
still hold first place in the WCC. They 
stand ahead of the second place Santa 
Clara University Broncos by two 
points. 
Both teams have two games 
remaining on their season schedule. 
The Toreros still have to face the 
Saint Mary's College Gaels Nov. 9 
and the Broncos on Nov. 11 to close 
the season. With the prospect of both 
teams winning in their next games, a 
tense final season matchup between 
the two top teams in the conference is 
a distinct possibility. 
The Broncos will face the 
Loyola Marymount University Lions 
tomorrow, Nov. 9.. in Los Angeles 
before taking on the Toreros. The 
Broncos have already defeated the 
, Lions once this year, in Santa Clara, 
on Sep. 30. 
The Broncos will have to contend 
with WCC player of the month, 
Patrick Wallen, who received the 
honor on Monday, Nov. 5. He earned 
the honor with five goals scored in 
USD's last six contests. 
The Toreros will hold home-field 
advantage in their matchup against 
the Broncos, as will they against the 
Gaels tomorrow night. 
C o u r t e s y  o f  U S D  a t h l e t i c s  
R e c e n t l y  n a m e d  W e s t  C o a s t  C o n f e r e n c e  p l a y e r  o f  t h e  m o n t h ,  P a t r i c k  W a l l e n ,  h a s  s c o r e d  i n  f i v e  o f  h i s  s i x  l a s t  g a m e s ,  a n d  w i l l  s u r e l y  l o o k  t o  g e t  o n  t h e  s c o r e - b o a r d  a g a i n  i n  t h e i r  u p c o m i n g  m a t c h u p s .  
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Courtesy of USD Athletics 
Sophomore middle hitter Alaysia Brown concentrates on the ball as she prepares herself to score yet another kill for theTorero's women's volleyball team. 
Women's Volleyball defeats the Pepperdine 
University Waves in San Diego, 3-2 
Win ends a three-game losing streak for Toreros before the last West 
Coast Conference match of the year vs. Portland Pilots. 
By Kristin Dubble 
STAFF WRITER 
The No. 18 ranked USD women's 
volleyball team ended its three-game 
losing streak with a come-from-behind 
West Coast Conference win over the 
No. 23 Pepperdine University Waves 
this past Saturday, Nov. 3. The win 
improved the Toreros record to 18-5 
overall, moving them to 10-3 in the 
WCC. 
This win allowed them to maintain 
sole possession of second place in 
conference standings, and only one 
match back of the Brigham Young 
University Cougars and the first place 
standing. Sophomore middle hitter 
Alaysia Brown led all players with 
her career high of 18 kills out of 29 
swings and seven digs. Senior outside 
hitter Carrie Baird added to the Toreros 
team total with 14 kills. Senior outside 
hitter Amber Tatsch contributed with 
12 kills and 16 digs, giving her one 
of the double-doubles of the game. 
Junior setter Rachel Alvey also earned 
a double-double with 37 assists and 10 
digs, while junior libera Cera Oliveira 
had a team best 17 digs. 
From the start, the thrilling battle 
was close, with both teams taking 
turns in the lead. In the first set neither 
team had a lead larger than two. With 
the score tied at 11, a kill from junior 
middle hitter Katie Hoekman ignited 
a 5-2 USD run, putting the Toreros 
ahead, 15-12, and forcing the Waves 
into a timeout. 
Junior middle hitter Chloe Ferrari 
boosted the Torero lead to 18-14 with 
a kill of her own and sparked the 
momentum for the Toreros to win the 
first match, 25-22. 
The second set was just as evenly 
matched as the first, with neither team 
leading by more than two. The back 
and forth control of the lead left the 
Waves ahead 18-16 until a kill by 
Brown brought about a 3-0 USD run 
sliding the Toreros back into the lead at 
19-18. Over the next few volleys both 
teams continued alternating control of 
the lead. Finally, with the score tied at 
21, a USD service error provoked a 4-2 
Pepperdine run. This gave the Waves 
the win of the second match, 23-25. 
With the match tied up at one set 
apiece, the Toreros went into the third 
set with the same intensity as the first 
two. Again it was a battle for the lead, 
until the Toreros took a timeout after 
dropping behind by three points. 
The Waves continued their run 
and built up an eight-point lead, but 
the Toreros didn't give up that easily. A 
Brown kill kick-started a 7-2 USD run 
putting the Toreros within three points 
at 18-15. Although they made a valiant 
effort, USD could not overcome the 
Waves lead and Pepperdine managed 
to win the third match, 25-22. 
In the fourth set, the Toreros 
focused themselves and started out 
strong with a 4-1 run. The Waves 
however matched the Toreros early 
aggressiveness, and evened up the 
score at 7. 
In the familiar back and forth 
fashion, both teams fought for the lead 
over the next several volleys. A kill 
by Tatsch broke the score tied at 13 
and sparked a 4-1 USD run, forcing 
the Waves into a timeout. Pepperdine 
could not recover from the Torero's 
momentum that lead them to a 25-19 
win, forcing a fifth set to determine the 
game. 
In a final effort the Toreros dug 
deep and gained control of the lead 
early on in the fifth set. Brown set the 
Toreros up for a 5-1 USD run with a 
timely kill, setting the tone for the rest 
of the match. After a timeout the Waves 
tried to regain control, but Tatsch 
scored a kill, giving way for a 5-2 USD 
run which put the Toreros ahead 10-3. 
This momentum paved the way for the 
Toreros to cruise into a 15-5 game win. 
Next week USD will head to the 
Pacific Northwest to compete against 
the University of Portland Pilots on 
Thursday in their last WCC match of 
the year. 
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Courtesy of USD Athletics 
Women's volleyball celebrates a huge kill at midcourt on their home floor before their supporters after another timely win for USD. 
